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THE MYTH OF EUROPA

Once, Zeus fell in love with Europa, the only daughter of Agenores, a shepherd in the Canaan
land. Zeus instructed Hermes to push Agenores's cattle to the seashore near Tiro (Lebanon),
where Europa and herfriends used to go for a walk.

Zeus himself mixed in the herd in the shape of a bull as white as snow, with a strong chest and
two little gem-like horns, between which there was a single black strip.
Europa was struck by the beauty of the bull and, since he was as meek as a lamb, she started
playing with him placing flowers in his mouth and hanging up garlands to his horns; at last she
jumped on his back and rode to the seashore.

All of a sudden, the bull threw himself in the waves and started swimming; dismayed Europa,
the right hand gripping the bull's hom and the left a full basket offlowers, stared back at the
shore until it disappeared.

Arrived on a beach, near Gortina (Crete), Zeus turned himself into an eagle and made love to
Europa in a bed of flowers by a spring under an evergreen plane tree. The three children of
Zeus and Europa, Minos, Radamantous and Sarpedon, became judges of the underworld.

Statue of the abduction of Europa in front of the European Parliament in Strasbourg

This publication is written for my graduation at the TU/e. No representation, express or
implied, with regard to the accuracy of the information contained in this pUblication and
cannot accept any legal responsibility or liability for any errors or omissions that may
have been made.

No part of this publication may be copied and/or published in any form or by any means,
or stored in a retrieval system, without written notification of the author.
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Preface

Innovation and Politics are two adjacent subject fields that can either inspire or kill
opportunities for success. If they cooperate, both stimulate the European economy. This study
investigates these activities within the automotive market i.e. past and future innovations and
the politics that created laws that support these innovations.

The innovation of applications in an automobile will now evolve to a higher level. This will
create more possibilities for bus-systems to communicate at higher speeds and more reliably.
The disadvantage is that more electronics will be used in automobiles, introducing problems
with the energy supply of the battery. This diminishes the advantage that these new bus-system
provide, such as the reduced use of copper and combustion engine efficiency. In addition, these
new bus-systems have the benefits of more security, safety, and traffic information.

Although new legislation follows innovations, at forehand the European Commission is able to
set guidelines by implementing subsidy and protection laws. It thus provides a political
framework for regulations to gear towards a more efficient use of these innovations, for
instance, those that subsidize the use of 42V batteries. This solves the energy supply problem
and is more efficient. Moreover, subsidies can stimulate the new process of high-speed
communication.

The global automotive market becomes more efficient and state-of-the-art electronics are
smaller and more reliable. This will create a world that is more green-minded. Cooperation
within the automotive business can create spin-offs i.e. more labour, more innovation and more
consumer benefits for the whole of the European Community.

This thesis is the result of ten years of experience in the automotive electronic industry. The
insights I gained in this world made me aware that technology is not the only factor that drives a
business. This gave me the idea to investigate the various factors that influence the innovation
development process.

Many memorable events happened since I started my studies at TU/e. I have married and have
been blessed with two wonderful children; bought a house; grew a few more gray hairs; and see
mainly positive results in all that happened during my studies. Now my studies are at an end and
I no longer need to drive back and forth between Nijmegen and Eindhoven!

I am particularly grateful for the support I received from my partner Helle and for the
inspiration provided by my children Norah and Hugo. I would also like to thank my parents and
parents-in-law for the special attention they gave to our children.

Special thanks to Marc de Vries and Wim Wenselaar for their feedback, patience, instructions,
support, and to Thomas Grosfeld for his support at NXP.

Nijmegen, The Netherlands
Wednesday, December 03, 2008

Richard J. Claassen

-

Student no.
E-mail address:
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Executive Summary

This thesis provides a new concept for the Efficiency Structure Hypothesis, introducing the
'Quality & Reliability' parameter into a model that can predict market behaviour and the outcome
of government actions. 'Quality & Reliability' is one of the most important factors in the
Automotive Electronic Industry (AEI) to achieve market share and profit growth. The interactions
between EU legislation and the Automotive Electronic Industry market as well as the effect thereof
on market behaviour were thoroughly investigated.

To the semiconductor automotive market and the manufacturer of electronic products, the influence
exerted by all parties concerned and outcome of legislation is very unclear. This could jeopardize
innovation development of new bus-systems. Important to know is what can be expected from the
EU legislation and institutions that influence innovation directly or indirectly. The main research
question in this thesis is therefore:

'How has European Union legislation interacted with the Automotive Electronic Industry during
the last decade (l998-2008)?'

To answer this question, the interaction between science/technology and political institutions or
consortia was investigated. This resulted in the insight that interaction is an essential part of
STeMPJEI. This theory categorizes the different decision-making domains that influence
innovation projects, but does not focus on the interaction between the various subject fields. This
thesis clearly shows that the interaction between all different EU institutions influenced the choice
of innovation path for the FlexRayz innovation. The EU institutions did not draw up an evaluation
report on FlexRay were they compare this system with other fail-safe bus-systems. It must be said,
however, quality reports of avionic institutions investigations of bus-systems stated that fail-safe
communication for FlexRay is not effective.

The FlexRay innovation is the main subject of investigation in this thesis. The science &
technology subject field showed opportunities to use the S0I3 process technology for this
innovation. The SOl process has good qualifications to perfonn on EMC4

, but has disadvantages
where the design of good ESD protection circuits is concerned.
The market & economy subject field showed that the market is rather aggressive for
semiconductor companies. The advantage for innovative companies in this market is the first
mover effect. The company that produces the first innovation, the trendsetter (brand), has the
opportunity to set the standard (creator), and has the largest market share (monopolist).
The political & juridical subject field focuses on the interaction of the EU legislation and
institutions and the influence on the AEI market. This showed that there is little or no legislation to
guide technology, market, or minimize failure behaviour. Institutions of the EU, e.g. eCall, eSafety,
and consortia e.g. Autosar, FlexRay, and Coopers have a large influence on technology and AEI
market. The goals of the European Parliament (e.g. pollution, energy, and casualty reduction)
provide an important impetus for technology progress as seen in the development of fast and
reliable bus-systems.

The contribution to the Technology Innovation Science presented in this thesis is a new Efficiency
Structure Hypothesis (REM - Reliability Efficiency Model) and the introduction of 'Interaction'
into STeMPJE (STIMPJE - Science Technology Interaction with Market Political Juridical
Economic factors). Furthermore, this thesis includes a recommendation to NXP, the FlexRay
consortium, and the institution eCal1. These recommendations improve competitiveness and
support innovation.

STeMPlE is an acronym of ST=Scienceffechnology; M=Market; Pl=PolilicaVluridical; E=Economics

2 FlexRay is the name of the bus-system used in automobiles for communication networks, but also the name of the consortium of
members lhal develops Ihe products and applicalions.

SOl is an abbrevialion of Silicon On Insulator.

4 EMC is Electro Magnetic Coupling; ESD is Electric Stalic Discharge.
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Illtrodllctioll

1. Introduction

NXP is a top-10 semiconductor company founded by Philips for more than 50 years ago. This
division of Philips Semiconductors BY was taken over by the Private Equity investors Kohlberg
Kravis Roberts & Co. (KKR), Bain Capital, Silver Lake Partners, Apax and Alplnvest Partners
N.y5

. NXP is one of the top innovators that created global standards for electronic products in the
semiconductor industry, sometimes in cooperation with other companies.

To develop a new electronic product from concept to production can take up to 10 years. The
introduction of new EU legislation during such a period can negatively affect profits or may even
prevent market introduction. A more comprehensive knowledge of legislation is therefore required
to minimize the risk for new investments in developing products.

The objective of this study is to investigate the European legislation, electronic innovation, and
market behaviour. Therefore, this research explores the interaction between three dynamic
processes: legislation, processes in the electronic industry, and innovation behaviour. The subject
of study will be FlexRay, a new technology of a bus-system in the automotive electronic industry.

1.1. Automotive Electronic Industry

Today, the number of electronic applications increases in the automobile e.g. video game players,
CD-players, route advisers, telephone/internet communication, and laptop connections. All these
applications need wiring for power supply and communication. Networks are used for
communication from sensors and applications to a central computer (see Human interface of
Sensors6

). Networks such as CAN, TIP/C, and ByteFlighC, make efficient use of material and
energy, compared to a construction that uses separate wiring for all different applications.

Just as in a human body, the automobile has similar functions; the engine is the hart, the central
computer is the brain, so is the communication network the nerve system. The central computer
takes decisions for the driver involving braking, steering, and active road-control. Intelligent
programs improve car control using various safety and comfort applications. This means that all
kind of environmental-related sensors and human interface sensors have to communicate very fast.
Networks have to be fast for image process calculations and even faster when more applications
communicate over the bus-system. The networks under study were those that will support future
car applications. FlexRal is such a network.

For all these new applications, the communication network will be the base that makes things
work. These networks have evolved from simple architecture to complex systems. The need to
setup a fail-safe construction is the top priority for car manufacturers. Good communication
between chipmakers, application builders, and automobile assembly constructors is essential to
establish a protocol. The manufacturers are than able to produce a network conform this protocol.
However, all depends on how fast and reliable the currently available network meets these
standards.

hltp:/Iwv w.nxp.com/profile/. NXP an abbreviation for Next eXPerience, AI/gl/sl 2, 2008

6 Human interface of Sensors
Sensors need to monitor other cars in traffic, humidity, frost, the speed of the car, crash protection, driver information, etc.
Eventually the innovation must provide the driver more information, more control, and more safety. To get the innovation accepted it
must be efficient (cheaper), safer (more control and protection), easier to handle (human factor) and reliable (promise to the future).
Sensors that transform environment-related information into electrical signals will influence mechanical steering, acceleration and
braking. Sensors are therefore very important in automotive design. For many types of sensors, only IC technology can produce
reliable intelligent products that meet the AEI demands.

7 CAN, Controller Area Network; TIP/C, Time Triggered Protocol; ByteAight, same as TIP/C, predecessor of FlexRay.

8 hltp:/Iwww.tleHuy.com/. December 3/.2008
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Introduction

FlexRay has been set up by a consortium of BMW, DaimlerChrysler, Volkswagen, OM, Bosch,
Freescale, and NXP Semiconductors. This consortium gives a typical impression of the supply
chain of the European automotive industry market. Freescale and NXP represent the semiconductor
suppliers. Bosch is the application builder and the car manufacturers are BMW, DaimlerChrysler,
OM, and Volkswagen.

Car manufacturers control the Automotive Electronic Industry (AEI in short) in Europe. They
decide which products are implemented and qualified for their applications. Various semiconductor
companies compete for these applications. Huge costs are involved for qualification of a product on
an application. Due to these huge costs, re-qualification after a modification will not be considered.
The standard protocol for car manufacturers in Europe must be an open system that will allow any
semiconductor manufacturer to enter this market. Therefore, car manufacturers can select whatever
IC manufacturer they want for their applications. For IC manufacturers this market is a free, but
very aggressi ve market.

Current facts are present in the AEI9
:

• Mechanical actuation is converted into electronics and mechanical-electronics (MEMS 10).
• Ninety percent of innovations in the future developed automobile are based on new

development in electronics.
• A medium-sized vehicle today contains 5,000 passive electronic components for:

o Safety applications.
o Engine management.
o Comfort and convenience.
o Infotainment.

• Electronics are the key technology for further reducing CO2 emissions and fuel consumption of
combustion engines (engine management).

• From the introduction of the first European Exhaust Oas Standard (Euro I) in 1993 to current
Euro IV Standard, carbon monoxide, hydrocarbon and nitrogen pollutants have been reduced
by more than 95%.

• The reliability of automobiles has been significantly increased over the last 30 years and the
likelihood that an automobile will breakdown in the first six years has dropped from 3.5% in
1976 to 0.6% in 2005.

• The automotive semiconductor market has grown from US$8 billion in 1998 to US$19 billion
in 2005 and will possibly grow to US$26 billion in 2015.

• Car manufacturers now use safety and multimedia electronic components as a branding
approach in automobile advertisements.

New developments in safety-related electronics give a glimpse of the future as shown in the
Mercedes S-Class Pre-Safe system. BMW 5 and 6 series have, for instance, a head-up display and
instrument cluster to provide the driver the information to drive safely. For an efficient use of
applications, it is necessary that the European Commission support different players to implement
telemetric communication in automobiles. This can be done through cheaper automobile insurance
and a regulated pay-system. One of the benefits will be lower casualty rates as a result of, for
instance, the V2V II system. Interaction and direct assistance after accidents can stimulate the
introduction of communication equipment in automobiles. Insurance companies may also stimulate
the benefits of this system. The only problem could be the privacy law, because governments will
be able to track down movements of vehicles.

9 htlp:/lus:\."do. amI R/rdonlvres/3 DO·WAAO-3649-434A-8E43-E284709 I4 F04/01AutoElectronicslnduslryFactSheetpdf,

Brad Warner. Siemens VDO Fact Sheet Automotive Electronic Industry. Siemens-V DO, Jllne 2007
10 Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems. http://www.rnemsnetorg/mems/what-is.html. 2008
II V2V means Vehicle to Vehicle
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Introdllction

1.2. Research question

Safety, emission, and energy regulation influence the innovation efforts in the Automotive
Electronic Industry (AEI). How will innovations be influenced by regulations over the next years
(and vice versa)? The investigation concentrates therefore on regulation and innovation, how they
have interacted so far. The main research question in this thesis is:

'How has European Union legislation interacted with the Automotive Electronic Industry during
the last decade (1998-2008)7'

STeMPJE I2 analysis was used to categorize the various decision-making subject fields that
influence innovation projects. The juridical factor is the main input for this research question. By
studying the institutions of the EU and AEI, some insight can be gained into the role of legislation
in the innovation process.

Out of the main question, the next sub-questions were formulated regarding the various subject
fields considered in the STeMPJE analysis (see Fig. I):
(Scienceffechnology)
~ What is the technology process for bus-systems and how does this interact with present

legislation?
~ What is the innovation path for bus-systems in the AEI and what legislation is developed with

regard to it?
(Political/Juridical)
~ What kind of legislation literature is in place for bus-systems (e.g. for aircraft of Boeing, and

Airbus)?
~ What are the past, present and future influences of legislation on the AEI?
~ What standards are in place for bus-systems and have the EU it specified in some kind of

legislation?
(MarketlEconomics)
~ What is the structure of the market and what kind of legislation is applicable to this market?
~ How is the influence of legislation in the automotive industry?
~ What is the interaction between the EU and AEI?

Figure 1 STeMPJE and innovation interaction between the different segments.

The STeMPJE theory considers the consumers as individual persons. In this case, the situation is
viewed from NXP's perspective, i.e. the car manufacturers are the consumers. In-depth study of the
interaction between the process development and product development is essential for a better
understanding of the innovation process in the AEI. On the basis of the knowledge acquired by this
study, appropriate actions can be taken to minimize the risk of product development failures.
Furthermore, this investigation aims to analyse political and institutional perspectives so that
recommendations for good practices may be given, which stimulate market-oriented innovation
project development in the automotive electronic industry.

12 STeMPJE is an acronym for ST=Scienceffechnology; M=Market; PJ=PoliticaVJuridical; E=Economics
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Introduction

1.3. Research Method

The investigation project described in this thesis is an explorative research. To analyse problems,
that are unclear or have never been investigated before, an explorative research design is the most
suitable. The problems or hypotheses are formulated within a specific context. This will provide a
better insight and knowledge of a given subject field. The FlexRay bus-system is, of course, the
special interest subject field of this investigation.

The investigation was therefore confined to the following contexts:
• The innovation path for bus-systems.
• Past, present and future EU legislation.
• The market behaviour, structure, and performance of semiconductor companies in the AEI.

The infonnation was gathered from open sources, such as the Internet and published official and
technical reports. This completed the information needed for this research.

The research for this study covered three investigation subject fields:
I. The literature, which revealed a variety of knowledge accumulation patterns in the

electronic innovation and development paths in the automotive electronic industry of
FlexRay. FlexRay is a new technology, a new bus-system for future automobiles

2. The knowledge of interactions between different EU legislations, concerning the electronic
industry, focused on electronic innovations

3. The design of a market behaviour model of the Automotive Electronic Industry is based on
the Structure Conduct Performance model (Economics of Regulation and Antitrust, W. Kip
Viscusi). This model is in use by economists of the Harvard University. Because this model
is a hypothesis, it will only describe the AEI in a general sense. Furthermore, a model was
designed that shows the interaction between legislation and innovation and how this affects
and interacts on the AEI market.

In addition, a questionnaire was send to CEO's of consortia, institutions, and manufacturers to get
insight and confirm the findings of this essay. More research on a subject has been done in case of
disagreement.

European Legislation Interaction with the Automotive Electronic IndusU:Y--- 5/68



Introduction

1.4. Technology innovation process

The technology innovation process starts with an analysis of the market. Most innovations are
improvements to already developed products combined with the knowledge of the needs of future
markets. On the automotive electronic industry (AEI), things are more complex; here, first an
alliance must be made of different market players in the production process. Protocols and concepts
need to be drawn up and evaluated before ideas for a new product can be worked out. To
accomplish this, car, application and Ie manufacturers must communicate to avoid fitment
problems. Restrictions are set and development agreements are made for the construction,
application, and electrical products. Next, road maps for products and applications need to be
created. It takes about 9 to 13 years to create and implement a new product in a vehicle (see Fig. 2).

Organization Development Execution

Duration
Consol1iUIll .1Ik~1 tlends

~ n<~ CAR Producer

)~ Sl1.nefJY
Semiconductol ,/ New CARPlotocol 3.... yea,s Indust'y

AIJplication
I I )

Design Builder

Oevelopement Teclll1olo fJY 3ye.lIs 1st product

~
Design CAR Produce,

IlIIlllV.nion Nth p,oduct

IInplement.1tion I 13~ ye,us ) I I
1st Illoduct

c:::::~/ Oualificiltiou
lIe.lti()n Evaluation Nth IJroduct

P,oduction ~ OUillific.-rtion I I llIlplementation
Ploduction

P,olluction Relaihility 120 ye.lIs ) Implovement P,oduction ~
Imp, OV&lIlent Slla,epmts

Figure 2 Market behaviour and innovation creation track and cooperation between different markets.

During the organization process, a number of companies set up a consortium and develop technical
and juridical protocols. These companies will initiate strategy plans and technology innovations to
introduce the developed products in this process. The protocols provide a market behaviour
strategy vis-a-vis competitors. The spin-off of this technology innovation is the creation of new
products outside the consortium. Finally, the process will stabilize and become a reliable process
(see Fig. 2, Development process).

It takes 3 to 4 years to work out the strategy plan and reach the project execution phase (see Fig. 2,
the yellow arrows towards the Execution process). The process needs three more years to initiate
production and 3 to 6 years to qualify the new created products. In the mean time, there is frequent
communication between the consortium players to get the project executed according to plan (see
Fig. 2, Execution process). The product will then be produced for more than 20 years. Market
trends, technology innovations, and interim EU regulations can all influence this technology
innovation process.
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Introductioll

1.5. ED Regulations

EU regulation are based on an ideal philosophy (free market), future goal, or agreement. For
instance, the European Commission'sl3 focus on the automotive industry is that it wants to
strengthen competition by a regulatory framework and through international harmonization of
technical requirements. In addition, safety regulation and environmental protection regulation have
come into scopel4

• Implementation of regulations supports the philosophy/goal/agreement. This can
lead to conflictive behaviour. For example:

~ Self-regulation responsibility versus public intervention.
~ Consumer safety versus free market.
~ Over-regulation versus free-innovation-market.
~ Free trade versus environmental restrictions.
~ Labour versus technology transfer.

Public interventions are not the preferred way by the European Commission. When organizations
get out of hand, the European Commission will intervene by a propose of new legislation. For
instance, when too many accidents occur due to technical imperfection, self-regulation will be not
suffice. A free market can also prevent improvements. This is due to the strict qualification of car
manufacturers. IC producers and car manufacturers are thus faced with a prisoner's dilemma.

Local governments must ensure consumer safety and support by legislation agreements between
the EU countries. For instance, the seatbelt is a technology that has become mandatory through
regulation. However, an over-regulated market could prevent innovative behaviour. The risk of free
riders' behaviour, results in no incentive to be progressive. To stimulate the industry, the European
Commission has to initiate projects for innovations.

On a more global scale, environmental restrictions could have a negative impact on the free trade
between European Union (EU-27) and other countries. This will also have an impact on labour or,
as seen before, on other technologies. This will cause production transfer to China or India. In this
field, decisions are made concerning regulation, tax, subsidy, etc. Various organizations in the EU
influences regulations, by lobbying, marketing, and political push-pull negotiations.

To understand what kind of behaviour is present, one must know the regulations in place. The
process will take into consideration the welfare of the consumers, competitors, and society in
general. In this field, consensus and harmony are favoured above clashes or conflicts. The aim of
the European Parliament is first to establish a competitive European automotive industry and
second a global technical harmonization. So far, they have accomplished an agreement on uniform
technical prescriptions within the framework of the United Nations Economics Commission for
Europe (UNIECE, 1985) and the 1998 Global Agreement. Only the European Commission can
make formal proposals for legislation within the 'pillars' of the European Union. Both, the
European Commission and the Council, have this right to make proposals for new legislation.

13 ED Dowers
The European Union gave executive power to the Council, which represents the governments of each member state.
The Parliament represents the citizens of the EU. The Commission is an independent authority that acts neutrally and
has to 'think European'. The council formally holds the executive power, which it confers upon to the Commission to
exercise. The European Commission has four main roles:
I. To propose legislation to Parliament and the Council
2. To manage and implement EU policies and the budget
3. To enforce European law (jointly with the Court of Justice)
4. To represent the European Union on the international stage, for example by negotiating agreements between the

EU and other countries.
Further, there is a Court of Justice (police and law enforcement) and a Court of Auditors (budget and financial check
of the EU). For advice or regional policy, there are consultative, financial, inter-institutional, decentralized and
specialized bodies.

14
hllp:l/ec.europa.cu/enlerprise/auIOIllOlive/index en.hllll, October 8. 2008
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Illlrodllctioll

The Council and Parliament may request legislation but the Commission holds the monopoly. EU
citizens may also request legislation from the European Commission, once the Lisbon treaty is
signed (2009). The only subject field the Commission is not able to influence is Police, Judicial and
Foreign affairs (except: Global Treaty). This is due to the three pillars of the EU I5

• After Nice,
created are the European Community (EC), Police, and Judicial Co-operation in Criminal matters
(PJCC) and Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) for which each nation is responsible.
Chart 1 shows the treaty negotiation over time.

1993
Maastricht

1999
Amsterdam

2003
Nice

2009?
Lisbon

1.6. EUl'Opean Automotive Industry consolidation

Over the years, the European Automotive Industry has seen mergers, acquisitions, alliances, and
closures of redundant factories. This resulted in fewer major companies. These companies achieved
higher capacities, lower cost of logistics, and standardized parts across their models. Lower R&D
costs of new car development resulted in maximum efficiency and lower total costs. This made the
AEI in the EU countries leaner and more competitive.
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Chart 2 Consolidation of Car Manufacturers Chart 3 Consolidation of Automotive Electronics.

Mergers of European car manufacturers 16 have taken place from 1970 to 2003 (see Chart 2). The
numbers of factories were reduced from 36 to 13. Now in 2008, by permission of the European
Commission, Porsche and VW merged into one company.

There is also consolidation in the Automotive Electronic Application market 17, one example is
Siemens-VDO, which bought Continental in 2008 (see Chart 3). There is a high concentration of
factories for application and automobile assembly in the United Kingdom, Germany, Slovakia, and
Italyl8. This provides a logistic advantage and enables short-term direct-order delivery.

15 hllp:llen.wikipedia.orglwikirrhrce pillars of the European Union#The three pillars, September 27.2008

16 hltp:l/ec.ellropa.ell/enterprise/aurol1lotive/pagesbackgroundlcoI1lpetitiveness/comprep 2004 en automotive.pdf, AI/gl/st /4, 2007

17 http://doJl1.scl1l i.org/wcb/wFiks.nsULookup/STDEU04-Conf-03/$li le/STDEU04-Conf-03.pdf. Harald Wi Iluweit, Siemens-VDO
April 2, 2003

18 hllp:l/www.ellrofolind.curopa.clI/cIllcc/aulol1lotivemap/. December /7, 2007
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The Netherlands, Sweden, France, and Spain also have car assembly factories. These factories have
no logistic advantage, so they must be more efficient on other levels or survive as a result of
national politics (e.g. labour lobby, protection, and subsidy).

Table I Globally Operating Manufacturers

USA Japan China EU South Korea India

3 7 3 8 2 1

12.5% 29.2% 12.5% 33.3% 8.3% 4.2%

Compared to the global production, there is much overcapacity within Europe (see Table I,
Appendix A). Six large car manufacturers are situated in Europe, while the rest of the world (Japan
excluded) has the same number of car manufacturing plants. Automation of assembly lines enables
JIT (just in time) deliveries, which results in higher quality and create less waste. This reduced car
production assembly time from 37 to 24 hours. All this should have led to lower priced cars and
increased production. This was, however, not the case. Chart 4 shows a rather flat trend in
production.

Pauenler car production in the EU, 1999 > 2006
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Chart 4 Passenger car production
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To be more efficient in the creation of standards and R&D, the semiconductor industries conducted
negotiations on a global scale involving such platforms as:
~ EECA I9

- the semiconductor industry within the EU.
~ WSC20

- links the EECA with the world.
~ MEDEA+21

- Cooperation within the EU on R&D.

EECA is an association of the Electronic Industry in Europe to promote and 'defend' this industry.
The EECA cooperates with the WSC, in which each continent is represented. MEDEA+ is a
European Commission project to support R&D and enable EU industries to benefit from R&D
cooperation in microelectronics. This should lead to a better position and more competitiveness vis
a-vis Asian and NAFTA countries (North American Free Trade Agreement; United States, Canada,
and Mexico).

19 http://www.ee a. u1il1dex.php/~sia home/en/.2008

20 hltp:/lwww.scmiconductorcouncil.orgl. April 01.2008

21 hltp://www.medeaplus.org. 10 Oerober. 2008
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For car manufacturers in the EU the situation is rather stable. For the automotive semiconductor
suppliers, however, this is not the case. There are quite a few semiconductor producers and their
products can relative easily be exchanged. Several electronic manufacturers may be selected for the
same function on an application to keep the price low and reduce production problems (a car park
of 1,000 cars, waiting for a specific IC-product would be rather expensive).

saes in % in 2000
15%.,---------------------,

11.1';'

10%
a4'l.

7.1% 7.0%

~.1%e:1%

Chan 5 Market Share 2006 (lOO% = 17.5 US$ billion)

Each 5-7 years, the European semiconductor market experiences an up rise and downfall of prices
and production22

. That is the reason why Philips sold its semiconductor division to KKR23
. Now,

this investor is trying to get a majority vote in Infineon. If these two semiconductor manufacturers
merge and remove the redundancy, this will create a company with considerable market power (see
Chart 5).

22 hltp:llwww.nrsm.uq.edu.au/discussionpapersIl999/anredp299.pdf, Tim Purcell, Augusr /. /999

23 hllp:l/dealbook.blogs.lwlimes.comI2008/05/28/wilh-in fineon-chief-oul-wi II-kkr-slrike-a-deall, May 28. 2008
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1.7. Major players

As described by Rogers24
, innovators are cosmopolitan persons within a social system. Some

characteristic aspects of innovators are that they seek new ideas, cope with higher levels of
uncertainty, cannot depend on subjective evaluations of innovation, and run more into problems
and higher costs. Organizations, such as Mercedes-Benz, can also act as innovators. This means
that certain car manufacturers will always have a higher level of production, sell prices, and brand
prices.

.~

• Kia

• Honda
• Saturn • Toyot.

• VoIlu;wlIgen
• Subaru

• Mazda • NB-san
• Ford • Chevrolet

• Mitsubishl
·Dodoe; f'l)nlJac

• Ollis
• MerClJry •

·c

B.ld Product Excellence Good

Entry
Segment

Mass-Market
segment

Premium
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luxury •
Segment

•Oata"'~ 2001 i"'"F__ """"'..""""pt tot riti and SLboN data, ..ti<:h & ~_ on 2002~

SOUIOI' AII.-.;....F_a.or.- olAlAomoll"" --...eM eIld ImogelY S!I>cIY: Booz Alltn lQrnlton

Diagram I Market segment and cost of ownership in the EU (2002)

Car manufacturers are situated in different market segments. This distinguishes car manufacturers
in innovators and followers25 (see Diagram I). Toyota is surely an innovator; with the PRIUS, it
takes a risk and creates opportunities for future economic green cars. Mercedes-Benz and BMW
strive for safety, technical features, and luxury. German manufacturers are very innovative. In
contrast, the innovation contribution of Peugeot/Citroen and RenaultlNissan is very limited. This
confirms the market deviation. Differentiation in the popularity of the brand/reliability identifies
also the same innovators and followers. In 2008, Business Week26 published the ranking of car
manufacturers (see Table 2).

Table 2 Brand values of car manufacturers

Rank Brand Brand value russ million] Group Country of origin

6 Toyota $32,070 Toyota JAPAN

10 Mercedes-Benz $23,568 Daimler Chrysler GERMANY

13 BMW $21,612 BMW GERMANY

19 Honda $17,998 Honda Motor JAPAN

41 Ford $8,982 Ford Motor USA

54 Volkswagen $6,511 Volkswagen GERMANY

68 Audi $4,866 Volkswagen GERMANY

72 Hyundai $4,453 Hyundai Motor S. KOREA

75 Porsche $4,235 Porsche GERMANY

92 Lexus $3,354 Toyota Motor JAPAN

98 Nissan $3,072 Nissan Motor JAPAN

24 Roger, Everett M. (1995). Diffl/sion of Innovations FOl/rth Edition, The Free Press, New York.

25 hiip://www.slr3Iegy-business.com/pressIl6635507/03302. by Evan Hirsh, Steve Hedlund & Mark Schweizer, Fall 2003
http://oi C3. nCI/wp-conlenl/uplo~\dslworld-mn ki n&-2007. pd I, 2007

26 hiip://bwni.businessweek.collllinieraclive reports/top brands/index.asp, lanl/GlY 2008
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Toyota is in Europe not as popular as BMW or Mercedes. This is due to the fact that diesel is less
taxed than petrol (Bloomberg/7

. Toyota has placed its stakes on hybrid cars, DaimlerChrysler on
hydrogen fuel cell technology. Hydrogen is the niche among the car engines. Hydrogen has a
substantial advantage over petrol as it can be generated by, solar, wind or water power, and
overproduction of electrical power plants. The advantage of a hydrogen car, compared to an
electric/hybrid car, is that it does not carry heavy battery packs. The only disadvantage is that a
new kind of distribution has to be set up before customers will buy such cars.

Peugeot launched a hybrid car in 2007, whereas Toyota already started production in 1997. Peugeot
is clearly a follower, as is Renault; both have a wait-and-see strategy for innovations. As for
American car manufacturers, General Motors and Ford are giving ground towards Toyota's PRIUS
Hybrid. This is because petrol is cheap in the USA and they do not persist to conquer European
market as the Japanese car manufacturers do. This means that the 'BIG 3,28 lack the innovation
push to incorporate more environmentally friendly features. In the EU, Japanese and American
manufacturers are at a disadvantage due to their geographic locations. Cars are expensive to
transport to and/or assemble in EU countries.

1.8. Conclusion

This chapter was meant as an introduction to EU regulations, EU authorities, the AEI market, and
major players. The AEI market is a complex market with market players displaying different
behaviour patterns. In this market, the European Commission wants to get a grip on and protect its
industry, but also enforce it to achieve a number of goals whereby cars wil1 become safer and less
pollutant. These goals of the EU parliament may interfere with the innovation process. Therefore,
this research will show where this will have the most impact and gives directions, so that it does
not harm the IC creation process. A research of the technology and science describe the bus
systems innovation path and their physical limitations. The present study intends to answer the sub
questions, derived from the main question to arrive at a number of recommendations.

27 htlp://www.iht.coll1/article,12004/09/?~lblooll1bergl,xdiesel.php.by Kae Inoue, September 22. 2004

28 The 'BIG 3' are FORD, GM and Chrysler.
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Science and Technology

2. Science and Technology

The innovation process in science and technology has been introduced and explained in §1.4. In
this chapter, the science involved and the innovation progression in the technology are investigated.
The innovation progression can be explorative (new) or exploitative (combines present knowledge
and technology).

The next questions, as stated in the sub-question for Science and Technology (see § 1.2), are:
~ What is the technology process for bus-systems and how does this interact with present

legislation?
~ What is the innovation path for bus-systems within the AEI and what legislation is developed

with regard to it?
The research starts with a number of newly developed applications and tries to answer whether the
technology depends on the bus-systems or vice versa. By an inventory of all bus-systems, we could
establish what the key factors are for the introduction of new bus-systems. The scientific subject
fields and the technology niches will be discussed below. The legislation that influenced this
technology will further investigated in §4.4.

2.1. Introduction

Bus-systems emerged as a result of the increasing complexity of communication in cars.
Instructions from driver to wheels and engine are controlled mechanically, pneumatically,
optically, or electrically. Mechanical and pneumatic control is characterized by high reliability of
transferred driver information to the brakes, engine, and wheels. The disadvantage of mechanical
control is the inability to make it intelligent to respond to external conditions e.g. weather, driver
behaviour, and uncontrolled car movements. This can only be done by intelligent computer
programs.

Electrical information sent by wire or by Near Field Communication (NFC) is an effective way to
exchange information. Sensors transform all kinds of physical conditions into electrical signals,
handled by intelligent programs. This enables a fast response to information on the road, driver,
other road users, weather conditions, or behaviour of the car. In 1998, this resulted in such systems,
as CAN, TIP/C, MOST and ByteFlight.

CAN (Controller Area Network) is a network that connects all applications in a ring system. The
disadvantage is that in case an application sends a message, all other applications are blocked. This
can also occur when an application sends constantly messages, called a babbling idiot. The TIP/C
(Time Triggered Protocol) involves time slots for an application to send messages. Consequently, a
babbling idiot cannot occur due to these time slots, which is more reliable. ByteFlight is a system
similar to TIP/C, used in aircraft. A consortium (see Chart 6) founded in the year 2000 started to
combine these bus-systems. Here the CAN, ByteFlight, and TIP/C merged in a new bus-system,
called FlexRay.

-~ ...._--- -
Chart 6 Different versions of FlexRay protocols
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First, the technology innovation that influenced the bus-systems will be explored in §2.2. Next, the
different bus-systems and how they were integrated into FlexRay will be discussed. Alternative of
bus-systems from other industries will also be investigated on their merits (see §2.3). At the end of
this chapter, we will discuss the scientific opportunities involved.

2.2. Automotive electronics

Automotive electronics led to the introduction of various innovations in cars that improved safety
and energy use. The technology and possibilities for further innovation will be explained below.
These innovation developments largely depend on the performance of the bus-system. Automotive
telemetric and Vehicle-to-Vehicle applications require fast bus communication for optimum
performance. In avionics, it is essential to have a fail-safe and fast bus-system. It remains to be seen
whether FlexRay can possibly meet these requirements.

2.2.1. Automotive Telemetries

The European parliament aims to reduce road fatalities by 50% between 2000 and 20 1029
. To

achieve this target the car manufacturers developed advanced systems for road safety using short
range 240Hz radar. The 240Hz radar can be combined with 770HZ applications for Adaptive
Cruise Control. The radar frequency of about 240Hz equals the speed of a Pentium processor.
These signals can interfere on other bus-systems, even disorder pacemakers. EU legislation
procedures put tight restrictions on this spectrum, which could prevent implementation of this
innovation.

Innovation in silicon technology showed that MEMS have potential to do the same job as radar
technology. MEMS are cheap, small in size, and relatively easy to develop. Several chips, placed
along a line, make it possible to park a car automatically. Collision avoidance applications will be
the next innovation in cars30

.

Telemetric applications are useful to warn the driver for a possible collision. The aim is to create a
safety zone so that the driver can act to avoid a potential collision. Not only radar, but also digital
maps, position technologies and wireless communication technologies can provide high-value
safety information. Human Machine Interface technologies must ensure that the safety applications
operate consistent with the driver psychology, so that the driver will stay in the non-collision zone.
Other companies may implement NFC to establish Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) or Vehicle-to-Person
(V2P) communication.

29
Matthias; Doerner ( 2004) Radar Sellsors alld Sellsor Platforl/l IIsed for Pedestrian Protection in the EC-f/lluted project SA VE-U
TOils. IEEE Inlelligent Vehicles Symposium. ni eNity of Parma. Parma. Ilaly. Jllne t4, 2004

)0 htlp://www.s3fespol-eu.org/pages/page.php·)mm=-l&slll-l. October. 2008
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2.2.2. V2V Communication Technology

Science and Technology

31

Communication between cars and persons is still in a development phase3
]. Radar systems in

general are very expensive, large and not easy to implement. V2V or V2P systems depend on
information exchange by telephone. Traffic jams, speed, and position of cars and persons, can be
monitored using signal information on the telephone positions. This provides threatening collision
and density information of persons and/or cars. Figure 3 shows the communication exchange
between cars, persons and other applications.

From connected consumer towards ambient co-operative systems

Connect«i Consumer /I activity.
started in 2007. is detailing out
the Ion term vision.

Figure 3 Connection between persons and cars by means of surround communicators

When a person communicates with a nearby object, it immediately provides information on place,
direction, and speed. If this communication is with a car, the computer in the car can calculate if
there is any danger of collision and can then adjust the movement of the car. In addition, detection
areas can be installed in low-speed-areas surrounding schools or where high-density traffic occurs,
for example, in city centres, near hospitals, or in high accident-risk areas.

The actual introduction of this ap~lication in the EU will probably not be very easy, due to the
protection of the personal identity·2. It is very difficult to set up such a security system in each
country of the EU. Invitations to certain non-obvious counter parties to support this innovation may
solve this problem. Insurance companies, telephone companies, and local governments can
combine security systems, global positioning systems and pay systems. Thus, cars and persons can
be connected anonymously to a person (the telephone numbers will suffice). Those who carry
telephones may possibly benefit from life or car insurance rate reductions. This system can also
create benefits for the governments (e.g. parking and traffic payments in certain areas, or road
access time slots).

Active safety applications includes radar detection. lane keeping, automatic parking, and Vehicle-to-Vehicle communication. radar
detection to avoid collisions, head-up display and human interface communication for driving.

32
hltp:/lww\ .detnews.com/)OO5/autosinsider/051 0/031AU 1-335316.htm. Jeff Plungis, October 3, 2005.
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2.2.3. Bus-systems

Many bus-systems have been developed and introduced, and some have by now been improved and
others abandoned. Innovators from start are GM, Toyota, and Mercedes (CAN). The following
networks are present in cars33

:

~ CAN (Controller Area Network) uses two twisted lines (CAN High / CAN Low) and
communicates by the subtraction of the two signals (differential amplifier). This means that
any signal from outside is cancelled out (subtraction) and emission of electromagnetic
disturbance is low. CAN is used as an SAE class C network for real time control networks
(250 or 500kb/s). The SAE class B network is used for 'body domain' electronics (125kb/s).

~ TTP/C, (Time Triggered Protocol) is a central part of the Time-Triggered Architecture.
Time-Triggered Architecture not only describes the bus-system hardware but also the
software. The system was developed by the University of Technology Vienna and
commercialized by TITech Company. This bus-system prevents an application to transmit
outside its specification. TIP/C has a higher security level than CAN. It is therefore the
preferred technology used in European built aircraft.

~ ByteFlight is a combination of CAN and TTP/C, but has a higher flexibility in number of
access points on the bus-system and a higher bit rate (lMb/s) with the same fault proof
protection. This system is the preferred technology in avionic equipment in USA built aircraft.
The FlexRay consortium expects that FlexRay will replace ByteFlight.

~ MOST is an abbreviation of Media Oriented System Transport. This system transmits
multimedia and video signals in cars. All kinds of applications can be connected through this
network, for example, laptops, integrated cellular phone, CD changers, video cameras, video
games, play stations, interactive security systems.

~ LIN, (Local Interconnect Network) is a single wire network for local communication. LIN
is used for all applications that do not need much protection and fault proof security, for
example, door window motors, window wipers, and sunroof motors.

Low-level
Soft real-time Hard real-time Multimedia,

communication
systems systems (X-by-wire) Telemetric

systems

Single master Multi-master Multi-master Timing-master

Polling CSMNCA TDMNFDMA TDM/CSMA

19.6 kbps 500kBps 10 Mbps 24.8 Mbps

o to 8 o to 8 o to 254 o to 60

Not supported Not supported two channels Not supported

Electrical (single Electrical (twisted
Optical, electrical Mainly optical

wire) wire pair)

The bus-system (see Table 3) provides the direction of the technology performance and
specifications. LIN is only for local use and low in frequency. CAN is used for the main
communication. MOST is the high frequency for video and fast applications. The follow-up of
high-speed CAN is FlexRay, i.e. wherever higher frequencies and inherent safety control are
required. FlexRay will not replace CAN, but will be used in higher segment cars and will stay in
the market in addition to CAN.

33 hltp:l/www.cvel.clemson.edu/aulo/auto buse,OI.html. March /2, 2008.
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The designs of bus-systems differ in many ways. The more connections an application has with
other applications, the more fail-safes it has against communication and security outages. There is
an innovation path of bus-systems, as well as for the preferred constructions.

The electricaUoptical network can be constructed as:
I. A line-system (applications are connected in series)
2. A star-system (central computer network)
3. A ring-system (2-way secure network)
4. A 3D-box-system (3-way secure Web-like network)
5. A multiplex-system (all applications are interconnected).

Line-systems are used in LIN and ring-systems in CAN designs. The centralized and point-to-point
designs are no longer used.

Chart 7 displays the innovation path of the communication networks in cars. The first control
modules were point-to-point, which later on evolved into much more complex structures. In
addition, investigations were carried out concerning the physical layer (optical as well as
electrical). As seen in Chart 7, most of the invented and used constructions are no longer continued
in production. CAN is one of the systems that is still used on a large scale by car manufacturers.
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Chart 7 DIgItal networks and deSIgn In the automotIve vehicle by Gabnel Leen, Donald Heffernan and Alan Dunne

Before the year 1996, the CAN network had many advantages above all others:
I. Low electrical emission; high immunity for external sources (ED regulation)
2. High integration of different application communications (up to 50 applications)
3. Ring network, instead of star or point-to-point
4. Robust against external electrical damage and low application costs
5. Ideal for harsh environments (unlike optical systems)
6. Easy to use for experiments and production
7. Patent free to use (open source protocol).
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FlexRay will combine all the above-mentioned network systems (except LIN) within one protocol.
It is an amalgamation of CAN, TTP/C, and ByteFlight and has the additional advantage that it can
replace the MOST application34, The FlexRay design is represented in Figures 4 and 5 in different
networks. This means that it can exchange places with CAN and MOST that results in a larger
market share of bus-system electronics.

Figure 4 FlexRay configuration possibilities

2.3. Aircraft electronics

Figure 5 FlexRay combined with other systems

As stated in the previous chapter, the bus-systems TTP/C and ByteFlight are used in aircrafes, Fly
by-wire needs to meet the same strict requirements as other flight systems. The requirements for
new airliners are 20% weight reduction, improved efficiency of electrical systems and advanced
system integrations in compliance with the highest safety regulations. TTP/C controls air-cabin
pressure in the Airbus-A380 as well as in the Boeing 787 (see Figs. 6 & 7). TTP/C is the main
communication platform for all electrical, non-critical pneumatic and environmental controls.
TTP/C even controls jet engines (General Electric Fll 0) and space satellites (NASA)36.

Figure 6 Bus-systems in an Airbus aircraft Figure 7 Bus-systems in a Boeing aircraft

34 Wolf, Marko. (2004). Security ill Alltollloti,'£, BIIs-srstellls, e-script GmbH. Bochllm. Germany

35 http://www.tIlech.com/blisiness-lines/aerospace/. Septeillber 24, 2008

36 htLp://www.t1agroup.org/technologv/doc/protoeol comparisons/NASA 2006-06-Comlllunication ArehiteclLlres.pdf. D.A.GwaILney
and J.M. Briscoe Marshall. Jlllle, 2006
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Many aircraft producers consider TTP/C technology to be the minimum requirement for control
systems. The busload is constant, the message latency and jitter is low, and the time-triggered
nature guarantees collision-free communication.

FlexRay wilI probably replace the ByteFlighe7 bus-system in the future. The costs of ByteFlight
need to decrease before it can become a good alternative for current automotive technology. As
there are many more car manufactures than aircraft manufacturers, the price of ByteFlight will not
become low enough to be competitive on the market. The aerospace industry has adopted a very
negative attitude towards the FlexRay bus-system and the FlexRay consortium. It considers the
consortium very automotive minded, and technically, the bus-system lacks fault hypothesis and bus
guardian specification38

•

2A. Science Development

Science will develop into the direction of smalIer integrated circuits, more efficiency in material
and energy use, and safer constructions. This means that materials must be found which comply
with these factors. As already mentioned, technology, markets, and legislation affect the use of new
innovative materials.

New developments are expected in three subject fields:
I. Silicon material science
2. Safety security science
3. Energy science.

Selection of new silicon material will allow the use of higher voltages and enables smaller designs
with more functionality. In addition, the outcome of further investigations wilI make
communication collision-free, software safer, and more fault-proof. Energy control and safety are
two important topics for the European Parliament. The less energy is used, the better it is for the
environment. Science and technology should provide solutions to meet these demands.

2.4.1. Silicon process innovation

Automotive electronics have to meet the AEI standards to be applied in cars. The folIowing
problems must overcome in the SOl process39

:

1. Electromagnetic interference (EMC & EMI) 40

2. ElectroStatic Discharge resistance (ESD) circuits
3. Latch-up resistance
4. MEMS, (Mechanical Electronic integration)
S. High voltage (>42Vbat) in combination with low energy use.

Conventional IC process is a silicon-based production with no separate backside connection.
Transistors are electrically separated using boron and phosphor imp1ants41

• The disadvantage is that
the backside of the silicon connects transistors. Currents can trigger a parasitic structure that
produces electrical short circuits between the battery polarities (latch-up).

37 http://w\w.softwareresearch.net/sitc/teaching/SS.1008/dslbytctlighl.pdf. Josef Berwanger,june /2,2000

38 http://www.vsi.org.lIk/SG '1007 Iss lie I.pdf, R M Connor, Septell/ber 2007

39 http://www.aecollncil.com/.April/8. 2008

40 The first incident occurred in 1967. A Navy jet landed on the aircraft carrier U.S.S. Forresta!. Due to an unwanted EMP (Electro
Magnetic Pulse) of the radar frequency, activated the weapon system. This resulted in an explosion, killing 134 sailors. Other
incidents caused by interference of radar or radio. The communication was disturbed and accidentally other systems became
activated. These incidents did not only occur in avionics, also in the early days of ABS systems in a new car of Mercedes. Mercedes
had braking problems due to lack of EMI (Electro Magnetic Immunity) of nearby radio transmitters. This means that shielding of
equipment must protect in/outgoing wiring for EMI, as for EME (Electro Magnetic Emission).

41
Fabio Marchio', (2004). A R-Evolution in Power Electronics: From' 'Inrelligent Power" to 'Super Smart Power" in AlI1omotive.
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Another process innovation, the Silicon On Insulator (Sal), can prevent this latch-up behaviour.
Sal has a high resistance to emission of electrical radiation or sensitivity to Electrical Magnetic
Coupling (EMC42

) and supports high voltages. This is a significant innovation step in development
of the silicon process.

The only disadvantage of sal is ESD sensitivity. ESD is a high-energy pulse that can destroy
transistors. It is very difficult in the sal process to route the electrical charge fast enough to ground
without any damage to the circuit. This means, it wil1 take some time to develop good circuit
protection to achieve the same level of protection as in ordinary Ie's. Until now, sal is rather
unique in the AEI to use this technology for bus-systems. The experience acquired with this
technology gives an edge on competitors.

sal also has an advantage over al1 other technology, as it can combine MEMS and active IC
technologies. This means that the mixed technology can merge the benefits of the two. For radar
and Near Field Communication (NFC) the Ie's must be robust, inexpensive and based on a proven
technology.
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Graph I Scalable 1.1 GHz fundamental mode piezo-resistive silicon MEMS resonator (IEDM 2(07)43

Piezo-resistive silicon production is inexpensive. This is ideal for the robust automotive
requirements. The resonance frequency has increased from 24GHz as high as 77GHz. In Graph 1
represents the improvement of piezo-resistive silicon resonators and the frequency predicted and
measured. The measured frequency fol1ows the predicted frequency. This means that science
supports the improvements in MEMS. The frequency of piezo-resistive silicon therefore increases
as predicted by Moore's law for memory chips. Other potential possibilities of MEMS involved are
in sal sensors. Production of MEMS is relatively easy, reliable, and can be used in every location
in a car. MEMS transforms environmental information into electrical signals.

42 htlp:llwww.eetimes.eu/autornotive/2lO6(}?6lO;jsessionicl=JOA5 PCGGH2WIOSNDLSCKHA. Inadeqllate EMC testing means cars
rOll/ii be IIllsafe. says consultant Christoph Hammcrschmidt. Automotive Design Europe, September 18. 2008

43 David S. Eddy and Dougl:!., R. Sparks (1998) Application of ME 1S Technology in AUlomotive Sensors and Actuators. IEEE 1998
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2.4.2. Safety Science

Safety is one of the key factors in the Automotive Electronic Industry (AEI). In addition, the EU
parliament has legislation to improve the technological safety. Construction safety, program safety
and driver safety are the three levels that must guarantee overall safety. Electromagnetic fields can
disturb communication (EMC). Graph 2 shows the EMC levels of a number of car brands, which
provides the interference levels (dpIlV/m) at various frequencies (logarithm scale). In this case, the
lowest level (BMW) performs the best.
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Graph 2 EMC levels of a number of car brands
(I nterference level versus Frequency)

Due to improper shielding, the vehicle wiring harness can acts as an antenna for emitted signals. In
case the shield is not correct, radiation exceeds certain specific limits and can cause pulses in the
bus-system. This will disturb other applications in the car as well as applications in other cars. The
EMC protection of the PSA cars is low compared to that of BMW cars. In some cases, car engines
will not start due to detection loops in car parks. These detection loops emits an extremely high
energy pulse that interferes the networks in cars. It is also possible to use this pulse to force cars to
stop. Such a high-energy pulse may, however, also cause damage to cars.

Software programs are used for all kinds of car applications. The bus-system communicates the
messages to other applications. If the program produces errors or contains bugs, the bus-system
will come into a negative perspective. Programs are man-made and may therefore contain bugs. To
ensure a certain fail-safe44 level, EU regulations prescribes an EC 61508 standard for the
production of robust programs. Programmers must fix this failure behaviour by FMEA (Failure
Mode and Effect Analysis). Unfortunately, the EC61508 regulation is not very clear on the
relationship between 'the safety integration levels' and 'test specific levels of reliability or
dependability,45. Programming some redundancy will minimize error behaviour and thereby
prevent accidents.

44 hllp://www.nXlbook.com/nxlbooks/cmp/esd-europc0607/index.nhp?stanpage-32, Ri hard Barry. JUlle, 2007

45 hllp:/Iwww.ldra.co.uk/nologindownload.asp'?id-99, M. A. Hennelll, J. C. P. Woodcock2 and M. R. Woodward, 2007
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To reduce accidents, new systems must be able to communicate fast in networks. ABS is such a
system that is now commonly used in every car. ESP, an Electronic Stability Program, has shown
clear evidence that it reduces accidents. Chart 8 shows a sharp decrease of accidents after the
introduction of ESP in cars.
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Chart 8 Accidents reduction due to ESP introduction46

More safety systems are being developed and even some applications have already built into
certain cars of DC and VW. However, there are also car manufacturers that neither implement
these innovations nor try to develop similar systems. Clearly, there is a pressure on innovation
behaviour.

2.5. Conclusion

FlexRay with a Time Triggered Protocol is the next step on the technology innovation path. More
proof is required to substantiate the failure philosophy and safety implementation. Otherwise,
FlexRay will not be as advanced as promised. SOl can be further developed and explored for
MEMS. The limits of MEMS have not yet been reached, so the field has not been fully explored so
far. In combination with FlexRay, MEMS can support this bus-system innovation, especially if SOl
proves to be more robust and cost-effective. This may lead to an electronic revolution in various
ways:
• More electronic innovations in vehicles as a result of EU initiatives (legislation).
• The integration of electronics, e.g. telemetric applications, MEMS, cameras (Science).
• The introduction of networks in vehicles to transforms environmental information into

automobile actuation programs (Technology).
• Close interaction between all the subject fields concerned.

Reliability and quality drive the development of bus-systems. Out of all the effort of car
manufacturers, the best innovation will than emerge. Aerospace manufacturers also opt for systems
that have been proven to be fail-safe. All this sets the pace for the legislature to implement global
safety regulations. Currently, the European Parliament has only implemented regulation concerning
global technical issues in order to achieve greater safety, reduce emission, and lower energy use.
Consequently, the interaction between technology and legislation needs to be examined more
closely. Legislation can interact with technology in two ways:
• The European Parliament can set global goals, which the industry strives to accomplish.
• Technology can lead to new possibilities that need to be regulated through legislation.
To find out how these processes have worked so far, one need to know what kind of legislation is
presently in place. As regards FIexRay, it is important to know when particular legislation was
implemented and whether and how this legislation contributed to its development. Furthermore, the
differences between the standards of aviation and automotive industries have to be examined.

46 Positive effect ot the introduction of the Electronic Stability Program (Source: Daimler Chrysler report. 0612002)
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3. Regulatory aspects

The influence of EU regulation has already been explained in §1.5 (e.g. what measures the
European Commission can implement). In this chapter, we will have a closer look how EU
regulations affect the market. As already mentioned in the assignment for this study, regulations
may either impede or stimulate future developments. The next questions will be answered here (see
§ 1.2):
~ What kind of legislation literature is in place for bus-systems (e.g. for aircraft of Boeing, and

Airbus)?
~ What are the past, present and future influences of legislation on the AEI?
~ What standards are in place for bus-systems and have the EU it specified in some kind of

legislation?
The future aspect of the second question will be answered in Chapter 5.

3.1. Introduction

In the EU, the European Commission can make formal proposals for legislation. CARS2l advices
the European Commission to implement or reject particular legislation to support developments in
the automotive industry. The Commission may refer certain issues to negotiation platforms and
institutions that study regulations and innovative technologies. These institutions influence the
development of systems and technology directly and/or indirectly. The relation between the
European Commission and these bodies will be explained below (see Fig. 8).

Market Dynamics I failures

Figure 8 Influences on regulatory authorities

Regulatory authority

Past decisions

EU countries may also opt to subsidize new technology and impose taxes on environmentally
unfriendly technology. New and low-energy technology, such as SOl, may therefore become
eligible for subsidy, so that more bus-systems can be developed in this process. This will require
some lobbying in Brussels, Berlin, Paris, and London.

Manufacturers support consortia to develop innovations and combine their R&D. However,
whereas local governments and manufacturers support associations and 'Memoranda of
Understanding', the EU Commission does not do so. This also affects the production of cars and
therefore the use of bus-system products.

Consortia could set technology standards that exclude other manufacturers, because the
specification is not compatible with the technology of their process (e.g. too low standby current).
This will create an exclusive market share for SOl processes. As production within the AEI
involves long-term investments, some IC-manufacturer will not be able to join in and produce these
products (barriers to enter a market; Porter's, Five Force Model).
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3.2. Regulatory Institutions

The European Commission and the industry have jointly set up regulatory institutions, as the EU
Commissioners need the input from the industry to keep track of the technological developments.
Due to the involvement of the industry, it is not very clear to what extent the EU supports all these
institutions and how they are organized and subsidized. Unknown is the structure and interaction
between these organizations. This will be explained in §5.5.

In the EU, various bodies have been set up by CARS2l for several purposes, such as eSafety
(forum) and Cecra (for the automotive industry), eSafety generated a number of spin-offs for
example, ADAS, eCall, i2010-Intelligent-Car, E-Merge, PReVent, CarTALK 2000, SEVECOM,
SEISS, eIMPACT and the 6th and 7 th Framework Program47

. Some of these institutions will be a
subject of this study because it influences the bus-systems.

3.2. I. CARS21

CARS2l is an abbreviation of ~ompetitive Automotive Regulatory s.ystem for the list century.
This is a high-level group set up by the European Commission, the European Parliament, car
manufacturers, automotive dealers, servicelrepair centres, and a number of EU member states.
CARS21 advised the European Commission to organize global technical harmonization in the EU
and, in addition, to synchronize EU-legislation with the UN legislation. This will also reduce EU
legislation. UN legislation is relevant to move to a globally competitive enterprise.

The goals of CARS2l were:
• Cost efficiency and simpler regulation.
• Exchange of R&D information among the car manufacturers.
• Road safety by an integrated approach of vehicle technology and traffic law enforcement.
• Market access for the AEI in third countries through multilateral and bilateral trade

agreements.
Currently, CARS2l has concluded a number of proposals48

. However, some of the Commission
members do not agree on the outcome or cooperation level. Even, the redundant, duplicated UN
regulations in the EU legislation have not been removed so far.

3.2.2. eSafety

The eSafety group was founded in 2002 by the European Commission and the AEI. This group
develops and proposes strategies to accelerate the research, development, deployment, and use of
intelligent active safety systems to improve road safety in Europe. The eSafety working group does
not only propose and stimulate passive systems, e.g. airbags, but also innovative active systems
such as, lane assistants, safe car distance applications, and driver supervision systems.

The lane assistant application will reduce side impact collisions by 37% and accidents due to
roadway departure by 24%. Safe car distance applications can reduce head-tail collisions by 20% to
30% and driver supervision systems potential accidents 10% to 30%. These systems can also
provide information on how accidents occurred and under which conditions. On the basis of all the
information obtained, the system warns the driver or even takes over the control of the car.

47 hllp://ec.europa.eu/inlormation socicty/activilies/intcJligentcar/docs/icar/inlelligcnt car.pdf, Luxembourg: Office for Official
Publications of the European COl1ll11unities, 2007

48 hllp://www-rocg.inria.fr/imara/rapport/cars" I finalreport.pdf, December 2/, 2005
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The eSafety workgroup has identified a subject field of concern about regularity. 24GHz radar is
essential for road safety and collision warning49

. The UWB (Ultra Wide Band) short-range radar is
cost-effective, but does not offer the same advantages as the 77GHz as suggested by the ECC
(Electronic Communication Committee). The 77GHz radar is not yet production ready and
significantly more expensive. The U.S Federal Communication Commission has released the
24GHz radar in 2002. It is therefore strange that the European Commission has not released this
system. The application of this feature may be further studied in the contexts of technology
improvement (see §2.4.1).

The ERTICO workgroup, emerged out of the eSafety workgroup, and was set up to support
facilities for an intelligent transport system. Rosatte and Coopers initiated the technical applications
for ERTICO. Another workgroup called eCARso was set up to promote freedom in the automotive
parts and repair market through standardization in the AEI market. However, this is not applicable
for this investigation.

3.2.3. ERTICO

ERTICO supports the European transport system for a safer, more efficient, more sustainable, and
more secure road behaviour. The Intelligent Transport System (ITS) technology includes
investments in infrastructure and makes transport networks more efficient. Public transport users
will have access to up-to-date information every minute, as well as the benefit of tickets for smart
road use. Logistic companies obtain real-time infonnation about the entire logistics chain, which
will enable them to choose the safest and most efficient routes.

ERTICO has established the ROSATTE-project that must accomplish an efficient ensured data
chain from public authorities to commercial map providers, as road direction applications,
concerning related road content. Digital road maps need the up-to-date road infonnation in order to
correctly inform drivers. If not provided with this infonnation, motorists may get lost or even
causes other accidents.

3.3. Consortia and Associations

The formation of consortia by different verticalS I producers is a way to stimulate innovations in a
market sector. Although, this brings the danger of price agreements, the European Commission for
competition policy does not prevent this phenomenon (Article 81 (I) of the EC Treaty). It is
allowed under the block exception for joined R&D investigations. This complex market structure
will limit innovation and it will take time to convince producers of the benefits.

A universal standard facilitates interchangebility and prevents waste of materials and energy. A
consortium is the best initiative to stimulate innovations. The exchange of different expertise and
ideas produces niches and leads to the best possible innovation. It also leaves the market forces
intact, without any paperwork or restrictions from the government being required.

49 In 2005, 4 to 6 accidents occurred per million km by car, whereby 3% involved mortal or serious InJunes.
Verkeer&Waterstaat (2006), PROV 2005 Hoofdrapport.pdf, pp. 17 & 32, Fig. 2. 18). The Dutch government and the
Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management aim to reduce the mortality level to 500 deaths per year.
This is equivalent to one Airbus380 (525 passengers) crash with no survivors per year. In 2007, SO million air
passengers travelled within Europe, and none of the airplanes crashed. Although, the aviation and automotive
industries cannot be compared, some observations can be made that are characteristic of aviation, such as: the vehicles
are operated by experts, more technology to observe the environment and provide information to the vehicle operator,
more route assistance, more safety control regulations, and the vehicles can move in three dimensions at different
levels. hllp:/lw, w.driving.co.uk/Ja2.hlrnl, by Bill Lavender. 2007

50 hnp:!/\\ \\ \ .ecar-eu.com/about ecar.htm. December /2, 2007

51 'Vertical' means from car manufacturer to application builder to electronic producer.
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Autosar consortium has set the first step to streamline all systems and to re-use all kinds of R&D.
The underlying objective is to make operations more durable and economical by re-use of
resources in the whole automotive market. CLEPA52 is a global automotive association, which
represents; 75 prominent suppliers of car parts, systems, modules, and 27 national trade
associations. CLEPA represents the AEI and promotes the common interests in Europe to the
global economy and represents MEMA (USA) and JAPIA (Japan) in the UNECE.

3.3.1. utosar

AUTOSAR is an abbreviation of Automotive _pen ~ystem ARchitecture. This promotes
standardization of automotive software architecture by:

Paving the way for innovative electronic systems.
Creating a partnership that sets common standards for cost effectiveness and good practice.
Enabling key technology to minimize the electric/electronic complexity.
Promoting and ensuring the exchange and updating of software and hardware over the service
life time.

The core promoters are all European car manufacturers and their suppliers. Partners from outside
the EU are Toyota (Japan) and Continental (USA). Automobile manufacturers, suppliers, and
software tool developers are together developing uniform and high-level software and hardware.
This organization promotes only CAN, LIN, and FlexRai3

• This means that other bus-systems
such as ByteFlight, TIP/C, and MOST are excluded.

3.3.2. FlexRay

The FlexRay Consortium54 was set up to promote a high-speed communication system to be
implemented in automotive applications in newly developed cars. The consortium intended to
create an industry standard for serial communication systems. In this way, FlexRay will support
and control the communication between electric and optical nodes in automotive applications. The
consortium members55 have concluded a continuation agreement (for the period 2006-2008),
concerning the production ofle's for applications to be developed and used in new cars. The major
advantage of the FlexRay standard is that it involves an advanced fail-safe electronic system that is
an integral part of new vehicles and will be re-usable in future cars.

3.3.3. COOPERS

COOPERS56 is a consortium of a number of companies and universities. The COOPERS
consortium is subsidized in the context of the EU Commissions' 61h Framework Program to
investigate and to take initiatives for Intelligent Road Safety applications and protocols. Innovative
telemetric applications for road infrastructure will be developed to achieve 'Co-operative Traffic
Management' between vehicle and traffic information. This will improve road-safety and therefore
requires fail-safe networks in the car. By means of fast communication, information that may be
crucial to drivers is displayed on head-up screens. This application is important for the
development of FlexRay.

52 Illlp:/lI''' w.c1epa.heIindex.php?id=59. October 9, 2008
Comite de liaison europeen des fabricants d'equipements et de pieces automobiles.

53 hltp:/lwww.autosar.orgldownloadJAUTOSAR BasicSoftwareModules.pdf, 2008

54 hllp:/lww\\ .tleuay.com. December 3/.2008.

55 BM\ . Bosch. DaimlerChrysler. Freescale. General Molors. NXP Semiconductors and Volkswagen

56 Illlp:/lww\\'. oope~·ip.eu/index.pllp·>id-250. 2008
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CLEPA is the united European membership association that represents the interests of its members
on the global AEI market. As an association, that has independent targets and opinions, CLEPA
responded negatively to the European Commission's report on Motor Vehicle Block Exemption
Regulation (EC) No 140012002.

CLEPA believes that the abolition of the above-mentioned regulation (EC No 140012002), as well
as the loss of legal certainty is contradictory to the European Commission's aim of promoting free
competition throughout the EU market and the welfare of consumers in a competitive European
economi7

•

It wants to maintain dual brands to distinguish original parts from copies for repairs, access to
technical data, freedom of choice for authorized repairs, etc. (see press release58

). In this case,
CLEPA's reaction only concerned the repair market, which is not a subject of this study.
Nevertheless, it can also respond on other EU regulations.

3.4. Subsidy, Taxes and Restrictions

If new bus-systems use low amounts of energy, as FlexRay does, they will have environmental
benefits. This could lead to lower taxes, which might support the introduction of FlexRay and other
fast bus-systems. The high-level group CARS21 has indicated the presence of different vehicle
related tax regimes in the EU countries constitute one of the main barriers for the free internal
market59

, as there is no uniformity of taxes in the EU member states.

In The Netherlands, the Minister of Transport, Public Works, and Water Management ('Minister
van Verkeer en Waterstaat') proposed to make 7 million euro's available for the innovation in the
automotive sector. This will lead to more road-information exchange, CO2 reduction and reduce
traffic. The UK government invested £15 million of government funds60 to streamline standards,
regulations, and production chain lines (a 5-year project started in 2003). This resulted into a high
input of investments by car manufacturers. All these kinds of subsidy for all applications demand
the introduction of fail-safe communication. This will require the use of fast bus-systems
integration.

The restrictions involved are mainly protective measures, such as those that the European
Commission has initiated for imports of bio-diesel from the USA. Complaints by the European
industry started an investigation, because there were indications that the USA dumps subsidized
bio-diesel on the European market. This has an adverse effect on the European bio-diesel industry.
Bio-diesel imports from the USA increased from about 7,000 tons in 2005 to more than one million
tons in 2007. This could hamper the development of clean diesel cars (diesel is more used in the
EU member states than in the USA, see § 1.7).

The EU member states not only facing restrictions outside the EU, but also in the EU itself, for
instance, Sweden, which became a member in 1995 has restrictions. Sweden adds VAT61 (value
added-tax) on cars imported from other EU countries. The difference in tax in EU member states
benefits companies (see Appendix B). Low tax is advantageous to Siovakia62 due to local tax
regime. Because of this regime, companies have invested in assembly plants in this region.

57 http://www.clepa.be/index.php·)id-horne September 15. 2008
58 h .

ttp:/lpr.euractlv.coml?g=node/5375, CLEPA Press release in respol"e to the European Commission repon on MOlar Vehicle Block Exemption
Regulotion (E ) No 1400/2002. SeplellllJer 12. 2008

59 A Competitive Automotive Regulatory Framework for the 21st Century; Commission's position on the CARS 21 High Level Group

Final Report A contribution to the EU Growth and Jobs Strategy

60 http://www.berr.gov.uk/files/tile29165.pdf, Department of Trade and Industry, April. 2006

61 http://www.vv.se/error 500.aspx?aspxerrorpath-/templates/page3.aspx, Vagverket, 2008

62 http://k[Jmghu.lcc.ch/dbfetch/..Iim momentum on slovakia 20051024.pdf, KPMG, 2008
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In addition, certifications and specifications constitute restrictions for companies to enter a market.
In the avionic market, certification is a barrier when obligatory. Certification is still necessary to
ensure safe release of newly developed aircraft. However, it becomes debatable when used with
regard to a system that has already been proven reliable63

. FlexRay is not the system of the first
choice in the avionic market. Even FlexRay products cannot enter the Japanese market due to the
different specifications of JasPar64

.

3.5. Lobbying in the ED

Lobbying in Brussels supports innovation introductions, particularly, when the innovation has
benefits that are in line with the goals of the European Parliament. Even the European Parliament
uses these channels to obtain information from the industrl5

. To exert a strong influence on the
EU, it is even more efficient to lobby at the parliaments of Germany and France. This can help
further the interests of the automotive industry. Software patent and CO2 regulations are examples
of stricter regulations initiated by the European Commission. Opposition by France and Germany
to the CO2 regulations was mainly due to this lobby effect.

It is not exactly clear what amount of money is spent on lobbying in Brussels and who lobbies for
whom. There are initiatives to make a protocol for the registration of lobbyists. There is also an
award for the worst 10bbyist66

• Corporate Europe Observatory (CEO) selected this award for the car
manufacturers BMW, Daimler, and Porsche in 2006. The car manufacturers reacted immediately
with misinformation and threats of factory closure after a proposal by the European Commission
for CO2 reduction. Still, the total influence is unclear of the lobby sector.

The amount of money spent on lobbying in the USA has been made fublic on the intemet67
•

Election campaign contributions included US$516,034,393 (ranked 16 ) from the automotive
sector and even US$985,603,737 (ranked 3rd

) from the Electronic Utility sector have been spend
(see Appendix C). In this manner, it is transparent and clear what the influence is of certain sectors
on elections.

In the USA, lawyers, insurance companies, and organizations for road and car safety also monitor
and force companies to improve cars and/or systems68

. It is fair and clear what the link is here with
the industry and politics. The investments for lobby by the industry are believed to be almost
similar in the EU as in the USA.

Further, it is also advisable to lobby at Non-Governmental-Organizations (NGO's e.g.
environmental, human care, human rights, and labour unions). If you can find an NGO that shares
your point of view on an innovation and if the philosophy of that organisation supports this
innovation, this NGO may also want to lobby in favour of the AEI.

63 http://www.ensco.com/Products-Services/avionics/Sample-Projects.htm. ENSCO Inc" 2008

64 https:llwww,iaspar.ip/en~lishlindex e,php, 2007
JasPar is the counterpart of the F1exRay consortium in Japan, formed by Toyota, Nissan, Honda, and Denso.

65 hllp:llec,europa.eulcivil societvlinterest ~roups/docs/workingdocparLpdf,Wilhelm Lehmann. April. 2003

66 hllp:llwww.spinwatch,org/, Andy Rowell, The Coming Car Industry Crunch, October 6.2008

67 hllp:/Iwww,opensecrcts,org/lobhy/. Centre for Responsive Politics. 2008

68 http://www.saferoads.orglseclinks.htm. Advocates for Highway & uto Satety. 2007
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3.6. Memorandum of Understanding

eCall supports a special memorandum of understanding (MoU). The European Commission wants
a connection between the automobile and mobile telephone networks. This is encouraged by EU
member states, car manufacturers, mobile network operators, and automotive semiconductor
manufacturers that wish to cooperate in the development of an automatic accident alert system for
automobiles. After an accident occurred, cars can automatically dial-in for emergency assistance.
NXP and Infineon have signed this pan-European proposal to support eCa1l69

. Other manufacturers
and certain EU member states have not signed.

A MoU for eCall was drawn up because:
I. EU member states, especially the UK, have not yet any idea of the costs and benefits
2. There is still uncertainty about functionality and technical specifications
3. The impact on car manufacturers, mobile network operators and local governments
4. A consortium i.e. MoU can only be set up if there is cooperation7o

•
The UK rejected the MoU because of the uncertainties concerning the eCall system (see item 2).
This is probably the reason why a high-level workgroup could not be established.

Furthermore, no MoU has been signed with local governments, only some of them signed
agreements with the European Parliament, and some foreign car manufacturers agreed to reduce
CO2 and to install ABS into small cars. This was done to force other car manufacturers to follow
this example and to ensure that regulations will be implemented at a later date. Some countries
oppose to a certain regulation, for example, stricter CO2 reduction in an attempt to avoid the whole
issue. In response to the EU's push for more stringent CO2 reduction, France and Germany exercise
a lot of opposition against ie I.

3.7. Technical standards and differences

The CAN protocol is a typical follow-the-Ieader standard. This standard was accepted, just because
this bus-system became popular in use. Bosch licensed the technology cheaply and made it easy for
others to participate. This created an advantage over other bus-systems and, in addition, safety
levels were standardized. In the AEI, technical standards72 are therefore very common (see
Appendix D). The European Commission or national institutions can create standards (de-jure
standards). In addition, alliances of car manufacturers can also create standards. When these
standards are widely accepted, it becomes a de-facto standard.

Although they set minimum required safety level standards, this can also function as entry barriers
and may create economical advantages. If a company creates a standard, the company will have
first mover advantage. The standard can be free to use (open-system) or a consortium owns the
standard protocol patents in a 'club'. To use these patents, a company must be a member of the
club or pay fees. In this way property rights become a strategic tool as a result of standardization.

Standardization is a very costly process, especially when different companies create several
standards. This could cause a clash of standards, e.g. VHS versus Betamax or Blue-ray versus HD
DVD. Initiation of ex-post standardization is only possible if a monopolist is present. However,
other technology should not easily replace the standardized technology; this can act as a threat. Ex
ante standardization is more applicable to the AEI; it reduces risk and avoids standard setting wars.

69 hUp:!!\\'\\" .inlineon.eomlcmslen/eomorate/press/news/releases/2008/1NFXX20080-+-054.html, April 9, 2008.Neubiberg, Germany
hup:II\\', \\'.nxp.eorn/newsleonlentltile 1468.hlml?620. Sept ell/ber 17, 200S, Brussels. Belgium.

70 hnp://' \\'\\ .parliament.th -sralionery-offiee.eom/pa/em200708/cmseleet/emeuleglI61 16i 14.htm, Novell/bel' 19, 2007, UK Parliament

71 hllp:llw\\'w.elvsee.fr!downloacV?mode-press&filename-Reunion c1uh franco japonais.pdf. OCfOber 10, 2008

hllp:/!\\'\\', .spiegel.de/inlernalional/europe/O. 15 I8.558789.00.html, Greens Blast Merkel over Emissions Compromise, SPIEGEL
o LI E, l00S
hllp://w\\'w.c1epa.be/index.php?id-33&tx lInews[1I news]-419&tx IInews[baekPid]-JO&eHash-2Je2ff3a21. October 22, 200S

72
hIlP://' \\', .evel. Icmson.edu/, October 2, 200S
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Of the three fail-safe systems FlexRay, ByteFlight, and TIP/C, FlexRay is the preferred system in
the AEI. The design of bus-systems resists externally generated signals and a correct fail-safe
communication needs to be established between applications. TIP/C73 is such a non-critical safety
system. Because safety and flexibility contradicts, TIP/C has chosen to fixate the timing to detect
timing errors and directly start recovery actions. This is a fundamental difference with the FlexRay
and ByteFlight protocol. These have shifted timing and byte length variants and make it therefore
more flexible. FlexRay is a combination of the ByteFlight protocol and CAN. ByteFlight is
originally a one-time mission application (airbag control). FlexRay claims that it allows flexibility
and still provides a safety level. Several avionic qualification institutions disagree on this point.

The difference between FlexRay and JasPar concerns the technological standard levee4
• JasPar

aims to have a system that can replace CAN in the mass-market segment75
. Therefore, the

specifications of JasPar are at a lower level, except for the maximum used frequency. FlexRay
wants lOMbps communication to replace MOST bus-systems as well. The JasPar companies want
a lower frequency, because they claim to use it for mid-segment cars. This clearly illustrates the
strategy of Japanese companies. Only Japanese companies can enter JasPar and the main
contributor to the development plans is Renesas. Members of Jasper do not exchange R&D
innovations and this consortium holds the protected patents76

. Only members can use these patents
and must pay fees for it.

Renesas participates in FlexRay and TTP/C activities, but also develops UWB (Ultra Wide Band,
1Gbps) applications for cars. This means that Renesas does not need to develop a high-speed
communication network. FlexRay is able to support camera communications in accordance with
UWB specifications. Therefore, Renesas sees FlexRay as a threat to innovations in Japan. FlexRay
can diminish these innovations because it is cheaper, easier to use for high EMI protection, and
therefore fail-safer in high-speed communication.

German companies dominate the FlexRay consortium, but also companies outside the EU have
entered, e.g. Freescale, GM, Delphi, Ford, and Denso. The patents are free to use for every member
of the consortium. In this way, the FlexRay protocol will be better accepted as an ex-ante standard.
Because EU companies are better organised and exchange ideas, Japanese automotive companies
consider this also as a threat to Japanese companies. JasPar persists in a higher organization level
(International standardization, UNECE, ESCWA77) to get their standard accepted, but this is not
very realistic given their enclosed organizational structure. To pursue for lower frequencies is for
the FlexRay consortium not a discussion point anymore 78.

On closer examination, the difference between the TIP/C protocol and FlexRay is not as large as
the avionic industry claims. Moreover, ByteFlight, FlexRay's predecessor, is used in aircraft (see
§2.3). Technologically, it is possible to introduce fixed timing in FlexRay and use the same
protocol.

73 The C stands for the SAE c1a~sificationof the protocol. A is a more relaxed standard. (SAE =Society of Automotive Engineers)

74 htlp:llww\ .ritsllmei.ac.jp/acd/relk-rsc/raoJpublicationlkivo en/05/5-05.pdf. Tokuda. Akio (2007). Standardi~/tion actil'it\· within
JasP"r. Pap<:r. Institute of International Relations and Area Studies. Ritsumeibn University. Ritsllllleikan ,Japan

75 Adachi: In any case, there has been support for JasPar's proposal even in Europe, where there is a strong tendency to use FlexRay
for top-end models. JasPar's aim is to see FlexRay used in the future in even the mainstream car sectors in which Japan is a strong
competitor. We are proposing to the world that the standard be adopted in aform that is easier to implement more widely.

Kazutaka Adachi JasPar Chief of Steering Committee,
Senior Manager, NISSAN MOTOR CO., LTD.

Renesas Edge 2007. Vol. 19
htlp:llclI.renesas.eom/mediaJedge/vol 19/edge vol19.pdf

76 Kiinig, Raina (2008). Nell' ,m.\"· ofstandard-setting in technology-driven industries: the case ofallfOlI1otil'e electronics ill Japan and
Germany, Paper. Center for International Management and Innovation. University of Hohenheim. Hohenheill1, Germany.
hllp:llwww2.drll id .dklcon I'erences/viewpaper. php?id-I 888&cl'-28.')008

77 htlp:llwww.lIneee.org/aboutiabouLhlm. United Nations Economic COlllmission for Europe, Ocrober 17, 2008

78 hllp:llwww.neakorea.co.kr/articleview.asp?seno-3750, Keisuke Ogawa, BMW to Use FlexRm' in Vehicles fWIIl 2006, Nikkei
Electronics ASIA. 2008
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However, the question is more whether the FlexRay consortium will apply this in their standard.
FlexRay has established more influences into the ED organization than TIP/C. It is therefore more
likely that FlexRay will become the world standard for AEI instead of JasPar's or TIP/C standard.
This will certainly influence the avionic industry in the future.

3.8. Conclusion

As can be seen in the chapters under §3.2, CARS21 has become an initiating platform for many
innovations. CARS21 created many sub-groups. The technological companies involve in so-called
working groups are able to implement their own technology or protocols. Streamlining the
regulation, can remove obstructions for new radar technology to be used in the automotive sector.
Although, it is mainly meant to support road safety, it also led to more applications in cars that
ensure a better service to the customer. This means that the AEI supports innovation through
regulation implementation and ED working groups. This will indirectly boost the fast bus-system to
become a world standard.

As Autosar has already shown, FlexRay is the preferred system. Aviation qualification companies
did compare all systems, including FlexRay. Qualification institutions choose other systems, just
because of the fail-safe uncertainties in the FlexRay system. According to the American FAA
(Federal Aviation Administration), the protocol must be stricter. However, if considered in the
context at the AEI and their loss in lives due to road accidents, the standard should be significantly
higher. In this way, one can say that regulation indirectly influences innovation and that an
innovation or preferred protocol creates the market. Still aviation qualification institutions think
FlexRay is not good enough, even though it does not differ much from TIP/C or ByteFlight.

In the standard creation process, JasParlRenesas is the odd man in the FlexRay consortium.
Although they proclaim to be in favour due to a less complex system, it is more than likely that the
protective measures by Japanese companies also playa role. Instead of adopting a follow-the
leader strategy, JasPar acts more and more as a free rider and has adopted a wait-and-see strategy.

In Chapter 5, the future outlook will be further investigated, and more particularly, whether
FlexRay gives NXP momentum to gain market share or will fail due to other factors, e.g. market
merger, exchange rates (€lUS$), and innovation power.

European Legislation Interaction with the Automotive Electronic Industry
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4. European Union and Automotive Electronic Industry Interaction

To investigate the interaction between the European Union and the Automotive Electronic Industry
(AEI), one first needs to know who the major players are and what the customers demand.
The questions are:
~ What is the structure of the market and what kind of legislation is applicable for this market?
~ How is the influence of legislation in the automotive industry?
~ What is the interaction between the EU and AEI?

How the European Commission influences the AEI was explained in the previous chapter. We will
now have a closer look at what kind of market the AEI is operating in. Car manufacturers have
more market power than the IC-manufacturers to set the price. To cope with a decrease in the price
of products, IC manufacturers have to make improvements, (e.g. scaling up production, innovating
their products, or transfer production to low-wage economic countries). From the market point of
view, the focus is on the interaction between the EU and AEI. The question 'how Technology and
Legislation interact', will be answered in §4.4.

4.1. Introduction

Regulation agencies will make their decisions for innovation in the AEI on the basis of multiple
factors. They make policy interventions to correct certain market failures (e.g. monopolies, prices,
information to reduce adverse selection, technology requirements). Knowledge of the market
structure is therefore important. The _tructure-Conduct-Eerformance model describes this structure
and interaction (see Fig. 9). The legislation involved is explained in Chapter 3. In addition, the
innovation (Performance) is explained in Chapter 2. The next chapter's explores the market
structure and explains the conduct subject field in more detail.

Structure Conduct Performance
· Market •••• . Pricing 10.··· . Efficiency

• Products ---. • Investments
~

• Innovation
· Barriers . Info, R&D

t ~t
Legislation
· Restrictions
• Tax.subsidies
· Regulation

Figure 9 Simplified model of the Structure Conduct Performance model.

The SCP-model is a hypothesis that suggests a positive relation between performance and market
power. Other factors involved are the efficiency of the companies and the threat of new entrants. A
company that is more efficient can charge lower prices and compete better (Efficiency and
Structure, ES hypothesis80

). This means that not only needs to be examined on the performance but
also to the efficiency of production. In the AEI market, this explains the situation not enough
because quality and reliability are also important.

79 Viscusi, W. Kip, (2000'). Economics oj regulation and Antitrust, Cambridge, Massachusetts, The MIT Press, page 62-63.

80 hllp:!!><olialh.ecnexLcom!comS:Ygi a199-51 354921An-empirical-investigation-of-market.hlrnl, The Gale Group, 2008
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The SCP model is first of all used in this study to describe the market in terms of the different
factors that affect buyers and sellers. The SCP model identifies various subject fields and provides
stable equilibrium points for investigation. Furthermore, it is assumed that there is a positive
relation between the market power and efficiency, quality, and reliability. The connections in the
SCP-model between all these parts will explain the interaction between the EU and AEI. The two
hypothesis, SCP and ES model, are further explained and compared in §4.6.

4.2. Market interaction and legislation

As already stated in § 1.6, the European Automotive Industry has undergone many mergers,
acquisitions, alliances and closures of redundant factories, and as result only a few major
companies have survived. To investigate the structure of the AEI market in EU by means of the
SCP-model, the production and/or sales data are required. Although much data cannot be retrieved
or is commercially protected, the ACEA81 monitors the sales of cars in EU and this information is
freely available (see Chart 9, 10 and 11, Appendix E).
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Chart 9 IC manufacturers Global Chart 10 Application manufacturers Chart 11 Car manufacturers in the EU

Microcontrollers dominate the IC manufacturing market. The microcontrollers are used in airbags,
ABS, ESP, etc. This segment yields the highest profit versus chip area. NXP, Infineon, (EU),
Freescale, TI (USA), and Renesas (Japan) produce bus-systems. NXP and Freescale have a wider
range of products for CAN/LIN and have a defined road plan for FlexRay. NXP could get into
difficulties competing with Freescale, because Freescale can push NXP out of the market with
FlexRay products. This is because Freescale has more money to spend and has a wider range of
different automotive products.

If we calculate the HHI82 for each market, than the factors for Semiconductor, Application and Car
manufacturers are 0.051, 0.098, and 0.107 respectively. An HHI of above 0.18 indicates a
monopoly; a factor around 0.1 a moderate market. The lower the HHI, the more competitive the
market is. A factor of 0.051 will cause a shakeout or, in the long term, a merger of companies.

81 hltp:llwww.acea.be/images/uploads/tiles/2008!00 1 07 7008 vo By Manufacturer Enlarged Europe.xls, Association Auxiliaire de
I'Aulol1lobile.2008
hltp:lldom.semi.org/web/wFiles.nsf/Lookup/STDEU04-Conf-O3/$tile/STDEU04-Conf-03.pdf. Harald Willuweil, 2008.

82 hltp:llen.wikipedia.orglwiki/Hertindahl index
Herfindahl-Hirschman Index or HHI is a circumference of the marker. The size of firms in relationship to the industry gives an
indication of the competition. HHI =(CompanYI%)2+(CompanY2%)2+(CompanYn%)2
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The Cournot theory explains this behaviour. This theory proposes a Quantity Competition to lower
the price. Fierce competition is one of the main characteristics of this market. It is therefore very
important for a company to be the first mover, or more specifically in this case; to become the first
company to release FlexRay products. This will increase market share and yield higher profits83

.

Although there is a free access to information and the use of the protocol for FlexRay and
CANILIN; the strict specification, production specialization (SOl) and aggressive competition do
not make this market attractive for new companies to enter. The European Commission does not
act because of the characteristics of this IC market (free market).

Quantity Competition characterizes the Structure quantification for the SCP-model. This means
that there is a wide range of products, barriers due to specialization, and low average costs. The
competitiveness is a concern in the AEI-market, as it pushes the price to the limit of the production
costs in the EU. Another disadvantage for EU manufacturers need to buy material and labour in
euros, and sell products in US dollars. This means that global movements of the €IUS$ exchange
rate interacts with profit or loss, a phenomenon on which the IC-manufacturers in the EU have no
influence at all.

4.3. Research and Development and Legislation

Technological innovation can be achieved in two ways, exploitatively or exploratively (see Chapter
3). As concluded, the AEI is exploitative minded and is not easily inclined to switch fast to new
developments. What we find is that the efficiency of new developments goes up (performance 
market interaction). The time between the design freeze and commercial launch of a car has
dropped from 58 (1992) to 27 months (2004)84. In addition, the typical development costs of
successful products go down (see Chart 12).
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Chart 12 R&D expenses versus time.85

83 Coumot (Quantity Competition):
~ Firm one has a .first mover advantage - it gains market share and higher profits. Firm B loses market share and earns lower

profits.
~ Total industry output increases (price decreases).
Benrand (Price Competition):
~ Firm two has a second mover advantage - it charges a lower price (relative to firm one), gains market share and increa~es profits.

~ Qverall, production drops, prices rise, and both firms increase profits.
TU/c lecturc. OA660. ET11. Dr. Onder NOlllaler. 2007

84 http://www.c1cpa.belindcx.php?id-158 February 2, 2008
85

http://www.clepa.bel

FHR D Working Grollp.FReslll.lCIUrin!! FOl'lnll.Fallto presentation e1usan busen en.pdf, Dusan Buscn, 2006
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Investments in the past by car manufacturers have been decisive for their market share in the
future. Chart 13 shows that BMW, VW, and Toyota make larger investments than the other car
manufacturers. This resulted in strong sales for VW in the current period (2008).
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Chart 13 R&D expenses versus investments.

Daimler, Renault, and PSA shows a negative trend in market share and have low R&D expenses.
Fiat is the only company that shows an upturn in market share in 2005 (see Chart 14 and Appendix
F). Fiat's upturn in market share in 2006 explains why the R&D costs as a percentage (%) of the
turnover decreased. If the R&D funding does not increase, but the profit does, this percentage will
decrease. BMW shows high R&D costs, but BMW also acts in another segment of the car market
(luxury segment, see Diagram 1 in §1.7). This clearly shows that for companies to survive in this
luxury market, more R&D is required, which brings with it a higher risk of failure of an innovation.
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Chart 14 Decreases and increases in EU production market share (2003-2008)
(Baseline: the year 2002).

The SCP-model shows an interaction between Performance and Conduct. There are various
relations between efficiency, innovation, car prices, and R&D investments. On the Conduct side,
the interaction involves the European Commission stimulating innovation in car safety and thereby
indirectly setting car prices.
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4.4. Technology interaction and legislation

Technology progress in 2008 was largely determined by new EU legislation enforcing more safety
and environmental regulations. Car manufacturers now also have to make applications more
convenient for customer use to meet EU demands. Active warning systems are now being
developed. This requires faster and better bus-systems to implement these applications in cars.
Indirectly, this has a number of ecological arguments, e.g. lower energy use, lower use of materials
(copper), and a lower failure rate (quality-safety). 'X-by-wire' is one of the key technologies
replacing mechanics and pneumatics by lighter electronics.

Safety communication can be raised to a higher level by introducing interaction between mobile
telephones and car applications by means of Near Field Communication (NFC). By identification
and interaction between cars and people, an application can warn the driver or person by a
telephone signal for a threatening collision.

Ecology related improvements are made in the following ways:
• Energy system change (bio-diesel, hydrogen, electro).
• 42V86 battery use (battery/solar system).
• Economic engine fuel use and reduction in CO2 emissions.
• Reduction in the number of car crashes, (information exchange by means of applications).
• Lower weight of cars by using less or other materials (plastics, X-by-wire).

A bus-system does not directly depend on the fuel-system, but applications acquire high frequency
communication for the on-board engine management and CO2 reduction programs. This means that
an initiation of improvements must take place to establish these management programs. For
example, if a higher battery voltage is introduced in cars, it will create problems for the bus-system.
The electrical products must be able to deal with short-circuiting in 42V instead of l2V systems.
This requires other processes and protections in Ie's.

Automotive electronic production will increase from about 22% in 2000 to 35% in 2010. This will
lead to the implementation of many new applications and more complexity. This complexity can
cause accidents due to design vulnerabilities. The European Commission (EC) has not issued any
regulation, nor set minimal requirements for electrical systems and software, to prevent this
potential danger. Of course, the car manufacturers will do their utmost to prevent malfunction in
cars. Complete prevention of accidents is not their top priority, as it will take too much effort in this
case. If the European Parliament wants to reduce accidents and stimulate innovation with an
ecological benefit, the European Commission should demand all these innovations be implemented
in all cars. The European Commission should therefore support an open system that will open up
the market and restrict the import of low-intelligence cars.

Actions that may lead to a reduction in the number of accidents in the EU:
• Reduce free-rider behaviour by:

o Regulation of open systems and free market on equal base for car manufacturers.
o Support the development of intelligent cars (subsidy).
o Impose extra tax on low-intelligence cars (cars without ABS, ESP).

• Regulate legislation by:
o Minimum requirements for electrical systems and software.
o Stimulate the development of platforms for communication and information exchange (non

private rights limited).

86 hllp://www.aUlomotivedesignline.com/showArticle.jhlml?aI1icieID-I92200358, 13y Jim Lipman, March 29.2004
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eSafety is one of the safety initiatives of the European Commission. This public-private partnership
of the EC and industry has the objective to increase road-safety systems. This eSafetyis meant to
accelerate the development of stand-alone devices for driver assistance systems. eCall is such a
system, which automatically alerts rescue services and transmits geographical location of an
accident. All the required technology is available today, but the costs involved, legal barriers, and
administrative barriers prevent the introduction of such innovations.

4.5. Competitiveness through efficiency, quality and reliability

Competition in the IC manufacturing market is very aggressive (see §4.2). This means that actions
must be taken to lower costs and investments. This can be done by transfer production to low-wage
countries, uniform production (8inch wafers), decreasing R&D expenses, decreasing labour force
and removing external influences of the €IUS$ exchange rate. Efficiency may be increased by
design re-use and smarter IC development.
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Chart 15 Changes in the calculator industry.

In the calculator industry, for example, the prices went down and the quantity went up. As a
consequence, the marginal cost (MC) and the long run average cost (LRAC) went down over time.
Production was moved from high performance countries to low-wage countries. Calculators are
now a low cost application. The quality and reliability levels are equal to or lower than those at the
start in 1975 (see Chart IS). This is also seen in the mobile phone, the best supplier has a failure
rate of 1,000 ppm (parts per million). The failure analysis of mobile telephones only concerns the
display and battery. The product lifetime for each application is shorter than one year.

Figure 10 Quality requirements in the AEI.

There is a strong contrast with automotive applications, as the AEI demands high quality for a
minimum of 10 years (see Fig. 10). In the automotive market, car manufacturers are required to
deliver more quality and reliability compared to the calculator and telephone industries.
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Every failure in a supplied application results in 7.5% car failure, therefore IC manufacturers are
required to deliver 0 ppm. This means that production change or quality decrease, will result in a
reduction of market share. In the AEI, the root-cause of every failure must be found and avoided.
Any company that does not perform reliably and cannot guarantee continuity will find itself out of
the market (main key factor for Siemens-VDO and Continental). Car manufacturers will not even
consider involving such a company in future production and the development of new applications.

In §4.5, the assumption was that qualitative good and reliable products are produced by a stable and
consistent IC-manufacturer. This also goes for the market behaviour in the AEI. Although in this
chapter, this has been proven to be a requirement, however, cannot be substantiated by empirical
evidence. There is no data available on company performance. Brand value may, however, be a
good indicator. The key-factors for the market, reliability and quality, are also applicable to the
aviation and medical equipment markets. Reliability and quality are additional parameters to
measure and improve the predictions of market behaviour.

4.6. Theoretical Hypothesis Economy models

Two hypotheses were mentioned, namely the Structure Conduct Performance hypothesis and the
Efficiency-Structure hypothesis. The SCP hypothesis states that companies set prices that are less
favourable to customers in more concentrated markets because of imperfect competition. The ES
hypothesis states that all companies have equal good management and technology (the same X
efficiency). Companies that achieve more efficient sales than others gain more market share, which
may result in high concentration of manufacturers (high HHI factor).

For market structure and scale efficiency, there are two determinants in this market; risk taking for
profitability and management risk behaviour. Risk-reducing effects may stimulate company
mergers and acquisitions. Researchers have supported this assumption and found empirical support
in the results of the risk-return trade-off behaviour of banks to achieve low risk levels87

.

The model for the AEI market that aims to minimize cost and maximize profit is:
Return on Equity or Return on Assets:

ROE = f,(concentration rate, market share, scale efficiency, risk) + C't (1)
Concentration rate:

CONC =f2(scale efficiency) + C't (2)
Market share:

MS = f)(scale efficiency) + C't (3)

Equations 1-3 represent the two hypotheses with different input variables. For the SCP hypothesis,
the concentration rate is significant in the major equation (1). This indicates that there is a positive
relation between profit and concentration (concentration affects prices and prices affect profits). In
the case of the ES hypothesis, scale efficiency is significant; concentration rate (2) and market
share (3) must be positively related to scale efficiency. Merger or price competition will lead to
efficiency and market share (equations 2 and 3).

Furthermore, risk behaviour has been included, assuming that there is a positive relation between
risk and holding assets returns. A factor c. was added, which corrects the formula for external
influences, e.g. actions in time, regulation, mergers, and market exits of companies.

87 htlp:llwww.unf.edu/-cfrohlic/mcctings/merger.doc A srraregicfrallle.rork cO/lIenr anal.l'sis, Cheryl Frohlich,200S

hl1p:l/www.studyfinance.com/jlSd/pclnilcs/v IOnllblock.pdf,Slanley Block, Modeling bank mergers in rhe 1990s:The porenrial
dillllion ~ffecr, JO/ll'llal or Financial And Strat 'gic Decisions Volume 10 Number I, Spring 1997
htlp:l/www.cramton.lIllld.cclll/workshop/papers/penas-linal-mergers-boncls.pdf. Marfa Fabiana Penas. Too-Big- To-Fail Gains in Bank
Mergers: Eridence from rlie 80nd Markers. Department of Economics University of Maryland. December 2000
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The Return on Equity (1) represents the profitability of a company. The HHI factor represents the
market share and concentration rate. Proponents of the scale efficiency version of the ES
hypothesis state that the scale of economy increases for companies. In figure II, the Efficient
Structure model also includes a time factor T, which makes the model more flexible. The legislation
contribution is the same as for the SCP-model.

Efficiency ,. Structure
· Scale efficiency 10.··· . HHI

· erger
~

• ROE
· Innovation E'l' . - k

t ~ t
Legislation
• Restric ·ons
• Tax-Subs·d-es
· Regulation

Figure 11 Efficiency Structure model

Theoretical models can provide answers to questions concerning market behaviour and predict the
outcome of market share of companies. The more accurate the model is, the better regulations can
be adapted to the market situation. The outcomes of the new market share and profit can then be
investigated and the influence of taxes or subsidies estimated. This model can probe whether or not
this input stimulates innovation. For this study, the ES hypothesis is the most appropriate model to
describe influences.
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4.7. Conclusion

The SCP-model showed that the IC manufacturing market is very aggressive and competitive. To
stay in this market, high efficiency and performance levels are required. To gain market share, it is
essential to be the first player on the market. This means that the R&D costs will be high (> 12% of
the turnover). As stated in the introduction, the hypothesis that market power relates to efficiency,
quality and reliability has been confirmed and found to be applicable to the AEI market.

The SCP-model also has a number of disadvantages. The model is static and is only useful to
uniform product companies (e.g. those that only produce calculators). If there is a mix of different
products for the same segment, it is difficult to distinguish the companies on the basis of their
profits or production (bus-systems and ECU's88). In addition, it assumes a stable equilibrium point,
although the market is much more dynamic. Strategic Management researchers mainly use the ES
model to predict the market behaviour.

This model does not include, however, the quality and reliability in the price setting mechanism.
Economists assume that quality and reliability is included into the price. For the AEI market, this is
disputable. Due to the aggressive market, the pressure on the selling price is so high, that the Q&R
factor must be included. In the final chapter, a new model is introduced, called the Reliability
Efficiency Model, which includes these Q&R factors that better explains the market behaviour.

It is expected that there will be shakeouts of IC manufacturers companies due to merger or
withdrawals. This will happen to IC manufacturers that do not invest in technology innovation to
meet the demands of efficiency, quality, and reliability.

On the conduct side, the interaction involves the European Commission stimulating innovations in
car safety and thereby indirectly setting car prices. As already stated in §4.3, there is also a relation
between efficiency/innovation, car prices, and R&D investments by manufacturers.

The next chapter will investigate the outlook for the future.

88 ECU means Electronic Control Unit (a management system for the combustion engine).
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5. Future Outlook

To answer the political/juridical sub-research question, as stated in § 1.2, an outlook for the future
will be given below. In the future, the AEI-market will be more influenced by global economics.
To investigate this effect, an overview of the global market will be presented. As regards the AEI
market, we will only look at car manufacturers and IC-manufacturers.

5.1. Introduction

Globalization of the AEI-market has a substantial influence on the economies of the EU member
states. This is clearly seen by the effects of the €IUS$ exchange rate on the market. It will also
influence technical progress and labour in the EU. This means that it needs a political interference
is required to keep the European AEI in the race against Japan (Renesas) and USA (Texas
Instruments, Freescale).

5.2. Global Economy Outlook

For the global economy outlook, the bus-system will be one of the key factors that stimulate
applications in the automobile89

• With a current production of 55 million cars per year, 5 to 80
IVN-connected applications used per car, the total number of applications will amount to more than
500 million. If the number of applications used in cars should increase to 150 and the car
production will decrease to 35 million in 2020, the production of IVN controller chips will end
between 5 and 6 billion. The CAN system will be over the top around 2014 and is to be replaced by
FlexRay, so new developments may be expected in that year. As we have seen in §4.3 (Chart 12),
innovation and introduction will become faster, cheaper and will compete with and replace
outdated products (see Chart 16).

sold controller chips in nillions
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Chart 16 Global market production of IVN controller chips in the AE1

90

This means that IC manufacturers will also be selected on their performance, for example, how fast
they introduce new products. The top 10 companies with large highly qualified engineering teams
perform well in this perspective. This is probably the best way to survive. Another possibility is to
merge the R&D efforts of different IC and application companies in the EU.

89 http://oica.net/. International Organization of Motor Vehicle Manufacturers, 2007

90 htlp:llww\ .can-cia.org/indcx.php?id=416 CAN in Automation (CiA), 2008
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The Pareto Principle theory states the 80-20 rule. Vilfredo Paret091 found that 80% of the market
sales are generated by 20% of the entrepreneurs. This is a common rule of thumb in business.
Given the low HHI factor, and assuming that this rule also applies to the global market for cars and
semiconductors, more mergers may be expected in these industries. Nowadays, 20% of the top car
manufacturers produce 70% of the market of car sales (see Appendix G).

If we look at the different markets behaviour on global scale, than we find different market
structures in the EU, USA and Japan (see Fig. 12). The market in the EU is an aggressive divided
market with no domination as stated in §4.2. The 'BIG3' (Ford, GM, and DC) dominate the market
in the USA. In Japan, the market is unorganized. The Japanese suppliers of car manufacturers feel
the pressure of European suppliers because the latter are better organized and less hierarchical. Due
to Toyota and Honda, the 'BIG3' are at risk of losing their top position in the market, mainly
because of the introduction of hybrid cars92

.

Figure 12 Global market production of AUlOmobile manufacturers93
.
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For IC manufacturers, a shakeout in the global market will more than likely, because the 80-20
philosophy provides steeper distributions than those represented in Chart 9 on page 33. To become
competitive on the long term in the global economy, European semiconductor manufacturers can
take several actions to reduce cost, e.g.:
• Transfer production to an input US$ versus output US$ country (China, South America).
• Merge with other electronic companies.
• Increase activities to achieve a lower product price and larger scale of production (dumping).

Transfers and mergers will be effective to reduce costs, but the companies risk quality and
reliability problems. The dumping strategy is an option to achieve a monopoly position, but this
comes at a cost. If a company is a monopolist in the AEI, the product price will not raise again. Car
manufacturers will not accept this. In addition, the selling prices of the IVN products could become
lower than those of raw silicon materials. This means that the semiconductor industry have to
compensate this by producing innovating products.

91 hllp://en.wikipedi3.orglwiki/P:lreto principle. October J. 2008
hllp://www.mel1l:l.orglpublic:llions/:lrticiedetail.php.larticielcl-6803.WaIlSlreetJournal.1//ming Managers into Takeo\'er Artists,
April 06, 2007

92 Imp:/lthepallelisLcom/Hot Topics/Alternative EnergvlThe Automotive Bil! Three: What Really Went Wrong'703F 2/.
Mark Bershalsky. 1-1 April 2007

93 hllPS://www.jaspar.jp/english/guicie/b:lckgroulld.php. Jaspar, 2007
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5.3. Technical progress

Technical progress depends on different factors as shown in previous Chapter 2 and §4.3. Can the
AEI keep pace with the technical demands and goals of the European parliament? This question
follows from the questions concerning the interaction between AEI and EU as stated in §1.2. To
answer this question, an overview is provided of all the factors that contribute to the stagnation of
innovations (see Fig. 13).

· S-rated lIar1<et
· AgJeaalve Competition
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Countri••

Figure 13 Cost pressure on innovations in the AEI

Customers will be confronted with shorter product life cycles and quality problems. Due to the
expected collapse of the premium car segment, more mass-market cars (lemons) and luxury cars
(cherries) will be produced. The restricted budget for innovations and technology competition will
delay technology progress. As the industry will become more aggressive, this will result in higher
cost pressure. The EU member states will invest more in local industry to keep innovation on track.

The only way for the EU and AEI to start up innovations is to promote innovations as global
standards. A good example is the CAN technology. If this is done in the case of FlexRay, it will
open up possibilities for the companies to sell their products on a global scale. Investments in
innovations can then be secured for the future.

The future of new applications for automatic accident alert systems looks more optimistic (see
§3.6). The initiatives of eCall are not organized in the same way as those of consortia. By
establishing a consortium, this application can be made as successful as CAN has been in the AEI.
The best strategy for eCall would be to create an open organization with free software and patent
free protocols and to urge EU member states to synchronize regulations in order to facilitate the
allocation of frequencies for emergency calls. Not only technical companies (electronic and
telecom) need to be involved, but also hospital organizations, local governments, and insurance
companies. By showing that this function will be cost-effective, car manufacturers may be
persuaded to put the application in cars as an extra feature, and perhaps health and insurance
companies may even be willing to finance the application wholly or partly. With this scenario, the
automatic accident alert system will be successful.

94
http://www.clepa.belindex.php?id-196. European Association of Automotive Suppliers, October la, 2008
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5.4. STeMPJE interpretation on Technology

If all the STeMPJE factors, including interaction, are assigned by the variables '+, 0, .', this will
provide an estimate of success. The assigned value reflects our previous findings for each sector.
Taken into consideration that sal is better than conventional IC process95

, it is appraised positive.
sal is the process and technology of FlexRay, but sal is not optimal. As sal is relatively new and
the design of ESD circuits is rather difficult, the semiconductor process technology used in
ByteFlight and TTP/C, is considered conventional.

sal is state-of-the-art technology, but sal does not yet perform optimal to intercept Electric Static
Discharges (ESD). ESD is very common in the automotive world and is one of the main key factors
for quality. Although FlexRay meets the standard, it does not perform well on ESD96

• If the
customers (car manufacturers) are confronted with electrical overstress failures of the products and
therefore need extra coils (leading to extra costs), application builders will be dissatisfied about the
products. FlexRay was also examined in the conventional (BIMOS) process, because conventional
technology performs better in respect of ESD behaviour (see Table 4).

The Science and Technology part is appraised positive for sal and neutral for Conventional
process. In the SOl process, the chip-area will be smaller and technological better. TTP/C is better
than ByteFlight and FlexRay on failsafe protocol, but inferior than FlexRay due to inflexible bus
system construction. Therefore, ByteFlight is negative and TIP/C neutral appraised.

Economy (EU) and Market studies, provides the market influence on bus-systems and the
expensiveness of the technology to achieve market share. Quality and reliability is also a parameter
that can influence the market share. This result in a negative appraising for FlexRay-SOI on market
and economics due to expensiveness, low market share, and disputable quality. FlexRay
conventional result in a neutral due to proven technology, settled market share, and good quality.
TTP/C and ByteFlight, is more positive due to settled and established market share and proven
technology. FlexRay does not perform well on the Economy and Market side. This is due to the
risk for failure on market concentrations and economy situation (material input/output, quality and
€IUS$ exchange rate).

Political and Juridical active institutions support some of the selected bus-systems. This is
appraised in variables. FlexRay is appraised positive due to EU institutions implementation efforts
(see §3.2). The positive argumentation for Juridical is in the effort to become a global standard.
TIP/C is appraised neutral on politics due to it is better than ByteFlight. TIP/C and ByteFlight are
appraised both negative for juridical because they are not global standards. At last is appraised the
factor Interaction with all the other factors of STeMPJE. FlexRay is considered positive and the
other bus-systems negative (see §4.4). The bus-systems shows different appraisements by
summation of the variables on their rows (see green/yellow column in Table 4).

Table 4 Valuation of bus-systems according to STeMPlE

Science! >, c
Total Count

Technology E Q) '1ii ro 0
u 'uO::J ~ .S! '6§w ..." ~til "6 "§ with without~ Ql

SOl Cony. u a- t:w --,
Interaction Interaction

+ - - + + + ++ +
FlexRay

0 0 0 + + + +++ ++

ByteFlight - + + - - - -- -
np/c 0 + + 0 - - 0 +

95 Conventional is BiMos, a mixture of digital and analogue transistors.

% ESD is a broad concept; there is a Machine model, Human Body model and a Charge Device model and there are application
models to tesl products using ESD guns.
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FlexRay is clearly in favour of the other bus systems (see Table 4, green column). This is because
the interaction extra factor. Without this Interaction factor, TIP/C looks more as a serious
competitor (see Table 4, yellow column). If TIP/C was better on technology, political, and
interaction in total, it could be a potential competitor for FlexRay. Nevertheless, TIP/C stays
inferior, because:
• No interactions between political organizations and TIP organizations.
• Not involved with other applications and technology.
• Inflexible construction.
This means that due to the interaction factor, FlexRay is in favour over the other bus-systems.
ByteFlight is not supported by a global standard, political institute, as well as technological
superiority and ends therefore last. FlexRay will probably replace ByteFlight and will become
successful in the AEI market.

5.5. Political interference

Political interference with the AEI featured in almost every chapter. Politics decided several actions
in the past. It is in this context that the economic consequences will now be examined. Above all, it
is obvious that oil-related economic shocks accelerate the initiation of innovations to reduce energy
use.

The enlargement of the EU led to more consolidation of car manufacturers, i.e. the top IO
companies gained more market power. In addition, the entrance of Japanese and Korean vehicles
led price reductions and a free EU market. From the customer point of view, these are positive
developments. However, for innovation, the effects were negative (due to cost reduction efforts).
Therefore, it is expected that the European Parliament will set minimum technological
requirements to compensate for the cost pressure on innovation. In addition, other requirements
have been set to reduce the effects on the environment (see Table 5).

Table 5 Political decisions, economic effects and technical requirements

Subject field 1970 -1980 1980 - 1990 1990 - 2000 2000 - 2008 2008 - 2016

Economy Oil shock Oil shock euro Oil shock Oil shock
introduction

Import
agreement

EU EU EURegulations Japanese and
enlargement enlargement

.
enlargement

Korean
vehicles

Technical Catalytic
2003/30/EC

Energyl CO2
requirements Converter - 2000/53/EC CO Standard

safetyReg. 71512007

The outlook from a political point of view is given in the last column of Table 5. It is expected that
oil shocks will cause more economic problems and will lead to stricter regulations. Oil will become
more expensive and car manufacturers are pushed to switch to electric or hydrogen technologies.
Car manufacturers that do so will no longer need to worry about pollution, but will then have to
face the next challenge, i.e. restrictions on the use of materials such as plastics, copper, aluminium,
and steel. Copper and aluminium in particular will become more expensive because the demand
has risen steeply over the last decade.
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Many German car manufacturers are represented in consortia and political institutions. Table 6
gives the number of members for each manufacturer. This means that the German industry has
considerable influence.

Table 6 Industry in political institutions and consortia

Car manufacturers Application / IC
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5.6. Conclusion

There are several good reasons to direct political interference towards more equality:
• Innovation creation is under pressure due to the dynamics of the market.
• The Cournot quantity market behaviour gives the first mover an advantage over its competitors.
• The market shares of car manufacturers from, for example, France, Italy, and Sweden decrease

due to overrepresentation of German manufacturers in EU institutions.

The representation of German manufacturers has already been described in §4.3 and Table 6.
German car manufacturers benefit more from EU institutions than other companies do, especially if
they have a first-mover advantage.

The influence of application builders in the European AEI could diminish if the production of
applications is moved to low-wage countries97

. To stay competitive in the global economy, it is
essential to establish synergy between IC manufacturers, application builders, and car
manufacturers in the EU.

Given the conclusions stated above, there will be more interference from EU institutions.
Furthermore, the production of IVN products will increase if FlexRay becomes the global standard.
Although profits will increase, shakeouts may be expected.

97 hltp://news.thol1lasnel.com/lMTI"rchives/')007/~/high hopes credit risks china india auto market big) competition.html,
by David R. Butcher. April". 2007
http://www.cater-isl.org/docs/CATER Facl Sheel.pdf, Computerized Automotive Technology Reconliguration SyMem for Mass

Cuslomization, JallllGlJ 09. 2006
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6. Conformation of statements

A questionnaire was send to CEO's of consortia, institutions, and manufacturers to get insight and
confirmed some of the statements of this essay.

The manager of Software Platforms (AUTOSAR) and Cross Divisional Systems (Continental)
confirmed that there will follow a shakeout of companies and that Quality & Reliability is one of
the main key factors of the market. The work to install the standard IS026262 and efforts by the
AUTOSAR consortium is sufficient enough regarding to guarantee safe constructions. In this essay
is stated that there are no restrictions or measures towards companies when car manufacturers do
not apply to the standardization and therefore states that this endanger this process.

The Global Automotive Strategy Manager of Freescale, says that SOl technologies could bring
some technical advantages, especially for FlexRay. However, FlexRay will not replace all bus
systems. This is also expected in this essay and confirms that there is little legislation for safety
construction. A specific 42V network will not be created by his opinion, rather new type of battery
technologies will be implemented in cars e.g. Li-Ion, 200 to 400V. This development of progress in
battery supply in combination with low current use has been identified in this essay (see §2.4.1).

Both managers expect a shakeout of companies and find, amongst other factors, Quality &
Reliability very important success factors in the AEI market98

.

98 Personal note: The survey is send after closing of the conclusion of this essay. The reactions are given in Appendix I.
The interpretation and comments within this chapter is done by the author sel f.
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7. Final Conclusion

The conclusion consists of three areas:
1. Conclusion question
2. Scientific contribution to the Technology Innovation Science for further study
3. Recommendation towards EU institutions, NXP, and the FlexRay consortium.

The answers to the sub-questions and the final answer to the main question consist of the answers
given by the conclusions of each previous chapter 2-5. Because there have been found inadequacies
with the existing models. Another model for STeMPlE and SCP-hypothesis is proposed as
scientific contribution in this essay. Further, recommendation is proposed for the different
institutions. Conclusion will be closed with the answers of the survey and discussion of this result.

7.1. Conclusion to sub-questions and main question

The conclusion will be derived from the answers to the sub-questions, which contain the answer to
the main research question (see §1.2):

'How has European Union legislation interacted with the Automotive Electronic Industry during
the last decade (1998-2008)?'

The sub-questions followed from the main question and were answered in accordance with the
STeMPlE theory.

(SciencefTechnology)
What is the technology process for bus-systems and how does this interact with present legislation?

For IVN controllers SOl is the technology, because of the EMC behaviour, 42V battery
transistors, and small chip area. SOl provides future possibilities for developments in MEMS.
For bus-system applications, TTP/C behaviour is important for FlexRay to become the global
standard in the AEI and avionic market. This will support all applications indirectly generated
by EU institutions. Fail-safe systems are a key factor for success.

What is the innovation path for bus-systems in the AEI and what legislation is developed with
regard to it?

FlexRay is a merger of three systems; CAN, ByteFlight, and TTP/C with some fail-safe
requirements. The next steps on the technology innovation path involve the development of
more fail-safe safety applications. The European Commission stimulates innovations that
create initiatives to develop applications for more road safety and environmental protection.
Reduction of casualties and CO2 reduction are the main requirements. The development of fast
communicating bus-systems is indirectly influenced and supported by legislation.

(Political/luridical)
What kind of legislation literature is in place for bus-systems?

The only legislation literature for bus-systems is in the standard EC 61508. This is a minimum
criterion for programs used in an automobile. Qualification institutions of aircraft have better
criteria and methods to check programs. Today, there is no legal requirement for certification
or compliance of automotive systems with IEC61508 (or ISO 26262)99.

What are the past, present and future influences of legislation on the AEI?
Past : Import agreements and EU enlargement, Catalytic converter.
Present : CO2 Requirement.
Future : Energy change (ElectriclHydrogen), Use of materials (Copper, Aluminium).

99 htlp:llrorum.pr.erau.edu/SCAS/dispalch.cgi/SCAS malcrials/showFi leI IOOS08/c1200609 I40748391

No/ISO%2026262.ppt//Back!, Jean-Marc Astruc, Si mcns-VDO, Septelllber 12,2006
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What standards are in place for bus-systems and have the EU it specified in some kind of
legislation?

There are many standards for bus-systems; the CAN bus-system is the global standard in the
AEI. FlexRay and JasPar consortia try to implement their standards as global standard. There
is no legislation setting requirements and there is no need for the implementation of such
requirements.

(MarketlEconomics)
What is the structure of the market and what kind of legislation is applicable to this market?

The SCP model showed that the market is very aggressive and competitive for IC
manufacturers. In addition, high efficiency and performance levels are required to stay in this
market. To gain market share, it is essential to be the first mover in the market. This mean that
R&D costs will be high (>12% of the turnover). It is expected that there will be shakeouts of
IC manufacturers due to mergers or withdrawals if IC manufacturers do not invest in essential
technology innovation to meet the demands for efficiency, quality, and reliability. The market
is also characterized by a first-mover advantage.

How is the influence of legislation in the automotive industry?
There are taxes, subsidies, and legal restrictions. Tax reductions are present for assembly
companies that create synergy in a production area'oo, for example, in Germany, Slovakia,
Sweden, the United Kingdom, and France. Consequently, there is a relation between
legislation and profits in the AEI. There is also relation between efficiency/innovation on the
one hand and car prices and R&D investments on the other. The interaction between the EU
and AEI on the conduct side (SPC model) involves the EU stimulating innovations for car
safety and thereby indirectly setting car prices.

What is the interaction between the EU and AE/?
Innovation creation is under pressure due to the dynamics of the market. Political interference
is required to support new developments and progress in the car manufacturing industry.
Regulatory institutions and consortia of the EU and AEI may be able to combine all efforts
into one effective force. Interaction exists in the form of lobbying. Although, this is the
lubrication for the industry to support the innovation initiative, it also influence the direction
of the innovation path.

This essay started with an investigation towards EU legislation that may negatively affect the profit
or, in a worst-case scenario, even prevent market introduction during an innovation process. No
evidence for this is present of such prevention in the EU. However, it must be said that the EU
influences on the AEI show that the innovation process is disturbed by the close cooperation
between the ED and the AEI

In summary, this essay provided the following answers to the question 'how the ED legislation
interacts with the AEI industry' by:
• No evidence found of prevention or restriction of innovation by ED legislation.
• Proven interaction between car manufacturers and ED institutions.
• ED institutions influences the innovation path by member participants.
• Cost pressure on innovation (which is more a threat).
• First mover advantage by production and implementation of the first product.
• Global standard creation gives market share.
• Lobbing at and involvement in ED institutions and consortia gives market share.

This study has laid bare the structures of the ED, AEI, and innovation. For all innovations on behalf
of the AEI, this essay can point out actions to introduce innovations. Even better market predictions
are possible, when the reliability factor is introduced in the ES hypothesis concept.

100 htlP:/Iec.euroD:l.eu/inforOiation society!newsroom!cllilemcletail.cfm?item icl-372"', Zwijnenbcrg, Han, lillie 2007
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The answers to these sub-questions lead us to the conclusion that there is indirect interaction
between EU legislation and the AEI. The innovation path choice for FlexRay clearly proofs this
statement. This is the result of the lobbing and the influences of German manufacturers have in EU
institutions. Fig. l4 show the sections of STeMPJE and the factors of influence. The closer a key
factor has been positioned to the innovation in the centre, the more intense the interaction with the
innovation process is. The closer a key factor has been positioned to the border of a sector, the
greater interaction with the other sector is.

Salenoe
Techno1ogy

2003l30JEC
COSt...da,d
Rei. 71512007

Politioa

Figure 14 Representation of STeMPlE around Innovation (See Appendix H)

Market

The scientific contribution of this study is the conclusion that the STeMPJE theory lacks one
essential ingredient, because 'Interaction' between the factors also influences the innovation
process. This can be clearly seen in Table 4 on page 44, in which the factor 'Interaction' gives
more appraisement to FlexRay than to TIP/C. As already mentioned, FlexRay will form the
outcome of the innovation path in the European car manufacturing industry. Most probably, this
will also be the case in the global market.
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7.2. Scientific contribution

The SCP-model is static due to stable equilibrium points. However, markets are changing all the
time and therefore the ES-model is better suitable for predictions. The ES-model has unfortunately
one flaw; it does not include quality and reliability. These two major factors determine, whether or
not companies in the automotive market lose market share. Therefore, an addition to the ES
hypothesis for the AEI market has been constructed as follows:

Return on Equity or Return on Assets:
ROE = f,(concentration rate, market share, scale efficiency, Reliability, risk) + £1" (4)

Reliability and Quality:

RQ =f4(Brand position) + £1" (5)

The other equations are not changed:
Concentration rate:

CONC =fiscale efficiency) + £1" (2)
Market share:

MS = f3(scale efficiency) + £1" (3)

In equation (I), see page 38, has been added the parameter 'Reliability; RQ' forming the equation
(4). The extra equation RQ, is dependent on the brand position of a company. This represents the
quality and reliability of the companies in the AEI market and has empirically been proven to be
correlating 101

• Toyota is at the top of the brand names, and nowadays (2008) it is considered as one
of the most reliable and innovative companies. Low ranking companies, e.g. PSA, Renault, merge
with large-scale companies (inefficient) or are shaken out in the long term. Fig. 15 represents the
equations 2-5 in the Reliability Efficiency Model. All other parameters are similar as explained in
§4.6.
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Figure 15 Rehability Efficiency Model

Further studies will be required to prove the correctness of this model and its applicability to the
AEI market. Mergers, brand values, and innovation behaviours must be studied to correlate
empirical data and test them against the REM hypothesis. The situations of each merger and/or
change must be investigated over time to get a realistic model with predictable values.

101
http://www.ipsos-asi.com/p<trllpsos AS I BrandYalue.pd I,
John Hallward, Understanding Brand Valne A Rel'ie,,· of Price, Pelfomwnce, Equity. and Category Dynamics White paper, Ipsos,
Febmary. 2005
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This study contributes to science by introducing a new model, called the 'Reliability Efficiency
Model' and the Interaction factor in STeMPJE. In this case, the abbreviation STeMPJE changes
due to adding Interaction into the name. 'Science Technology Interaction with Market Political
JuridicaJ Economic factors' reflects this statement.

Both, the Reliability Efficiency Model and Interaction study in STIMPJE, provide a clear
insight into the innovative 'FlexRay' development in the AEI and the influence of ED regulations.
For the study of innovations in a governed ED legislation complex market, it is recommended to
combine these two approaches. Both abbreviations can be memorized as REM & STIMPJE.

7.3. Recommendation

The ED institution eCall has been advised to set up a consortium to achieve more efficient
cooperation between all the parties involved in the development of an automatic accident alert
system for cars (see §3.6). In §2.4.2, it has been recommended to support the EC61508 standard to
develop robust programs with safety integration. FMEA102 and intentionally implemented bugs into
the program will show whether or not a program is robust against accidental failures. Redundancy
in a program or double programs will reduce possible problems in automobiles.

Recommendations to NXP are more complex. The focus of NXP attention, amongst others, is on
Quality, Reliability, and Innovation, to stay or become the best in class in AEI. FlexRay bus
system is innovative, but the quality and reliability is a question mark. Technological transfers to
low-wage countries or even transfer production process to other global positions in the organization
itself will jeopardize reliability and quality.
The best options for NXP to stimulate FlexRay are:
• Stimulate applications for car safety (spin-off FlexRay support).
• Lobby for standardization and safety regulation.
• Develop a version of FlexRay with high safety level for luxury segment cars and a simple

cheaper FlexRay version for mid-segment cars (to bypass JasPar).

For the FlexRay consortium the next advice can be given:
• Stimulate to become the global standard for FlexRay and lobby were it is most effective.
• Involve Avionic institutions into the FlexRay consortium to adapt the products for aircraft.
This will mean that acceptation of FlexRay stand a fair chance to act as global standard. This gives
all members of the FlexRay consortium a competitive advantage. In this manner, the JasPar
consortium has no opportunity to propose a different standard.

102 FMEA means Failure Mode and EFfect Analysis.
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9. Thesaurus

BMW, DaimlerChrysler, Volkswagen, GM.
Car Manufacturers in the EU.

Bosch
German application builder.

Bus-system
Bus-systems can be best described as a method of connecting vehicle systems so that they can
share information and functions.

CAN
Controller Area Network is a bus-system in cars.

EEC
European Semiconductor Industry Association

EMC,ESD
Electro Magnetic Coupling, Electric Static Discharge

FlexRay
FlexRay, a bus-system used in automobiles for communication networks, also the name of the
consortium of members that develops products and applications.

Freescale, Continental
USA Semiconductor producers (Freescale was Motorola).

Infineon
German Semiconductor producer from Siemens.

KKR, BC, SLP, A&A
Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Company (KKR). Bain Capital. Silver Lake Partners. Apax and
AlpInvest Partners N.V. are investors of NXP.

EDEA+
Microelectronics Development for European Applications. A co-operative Research and
Development program in Microelectronics.

XP
Semiconductor producer located in Nijmegen, The Netherlands.

SiemensNDO
German IC manufacturer.

STeMPJE
ST =Sciencetrechnology; M =Market; PI =PoliticaUluridical; E =Economics.

SOl
Silicon On Insulator.

TTTech
Austrian application builder for time-triggered architecture.

WSC
World Semiconductor Council.
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10. Appendices

Appendix A List of all car manufacturers in the world

Appendices

Brand Ownership Markets

i1. Tovota Motor Corporation (JaDan)
Daihatsu Subsidiary Global, except United States and Canada
Hino Subsidiary Asia Pacific, Canada, South America
Lexus Division Global, apart from South America, except Chile.- f----
Scion Division United States
Toyota Division Global
2. General Motors Corporation (United States)
Buick Division United States and Canada, China- r--
Cadillac Division Global

f--
Chevrolet Division Global--
Daewoo Subsidiary Asia, Europe, South America
f-- 1---
GMC Division United States and Canada, Middle East- I- - 1-- -- ----
Holden Subsidiary Asia Pacific, Middle East
t!ummer Division Global
Opel ~_l:l_~sJdi?!y -

Continental Europe, South Africa1------
~tiac Division United States and Canada--- ----
Saab Subsidiary Global

t---
~turn Subsidiary United States and Canada---- -
Vauxhall Subsidiary United Kingdom
3. Ford Motor Com~8ny (United States)

~ Division Global

~n Division United States and Canada, Middle East

~ury Division U!1ited~ta~~_a~d Cana~Middle East
~oller Subsidiary South America
Volvo Subsidiary Global
~. Volkswaaen Group (Germany)
Audi ~1J_b.?Jdial'L Global

-----
~~~y Subsidiary Global

~tti Subsidiary_ Global -
~mborg~ Subsidiary Global

- - - -
Scania Subsidiary Global- ------- -
SEAT Subsidiary Europe, Latin America, South Africa
Skoda Subsidiary Global, except United States and Canada--
~wagen (cars) Subsidiary Global-- ~ -~-

Volkswagen Subsidiary Global
5. Honda Motor Comp-a~YJJ~~an)
Acura Division United States and Canada, China
Honda Division Global
6. PSA Peugeot Citroen (France)
Citroen Subsidiar _~~al, except United States and Canada
Peugeot Subsidiary Global, except United States and Canada
7. Nissan Motors (JaDan)

Infiniti Division
United States and Canada, Middle East, Taiwan,

I-
fulrea, EU

Nissan Division Global
8. ChrYsler LLC (United States)
Chrysler Division Global

~e Division Global
~eep Division Global
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Brand Ownership Markets
19. Renault S.A. (France)
[Qacia - Subsidiary Europe, Latin America, Asia, Africa
Renault ~o~ Global, except United States and Canada
Samsung ISubsidiary Asia, South America
~O. Hwndal Motor Comp-arwJSouth Korea)
Hyundai Division Global
11. Fiat S.P.A. (Italy)
Abarth Subsidiary Global, except United States and Canada--
Alfa Romeo Subsidiary__ ~obal!...~xc~~! l}nited States and Canada----
Ferrari ,Subsidiary_ Global-
Fiat IDivision Global, except United States and Canada
Iveco Subsidiary Global, except United States and Canada
Lancia Subsidiary Glob'!l.. exce~ _ldnited States 8:nd Canada----''-------- --- --- 1----- .-
~aserati Subsidiary ~Iobal -- - -
Zastava Subsidiary Global
~2. Suzuki Motor Corporation (JaRan)
Maruti Suzuki -+~_~_b~idiary India, Middl~ E~s~, ~outh America- - - ---
Suzuki Division Global
~3. Daimler AG (Germany)

Ereightline...r:. Subsidiary United States and Canada, South Africa-
Fuso Subsidiary Global

M~~_ac_h Division Global--- -- --
Mercedes-AMG Division Global
Mercedes-Benz Division Global -
Smart Subsidiary EU, Southeast Asia, United States and Canada,

- South Africa .-

Abarth SUbsidi~L S3lobal, except United States and Canada-- ---
Alfa Romeo Subsidia_ry Global, except United States and Canada- -
Ferrari Su~sidiary_ Globalr--- - --
Fiat Division ~Iobal, except U!]i!.ed_?tates and Canada-
Iveco ~idiary Global, except United States and Canada----- -
Lancia ~sidiary Global, except United~ates and Canada- - - -
Maserati Subsidiary Global
Zastava Subsidiary Global- _._.. - I- -----
Maruti Suzuki Subsidiary India, Middle East, South America

~ki Division Global
Freig!)tliner Subsidiary United States and Canada, South Africa
Fuso Subsidiary Global- --- --- --
Mayb~ch Division Global
Mercedes-AMG Division ~Iobal

Mercedes-Benz Division Globalr--- - I- -

Smart Subsidiary
EU, Southeast Asia, United States and Canada,
South Africa

114. Mazda Motor Corp-oration (Japan)
Mazda Division Global
15. Kia Motors (South Korea)
Kia Division Global
16. BMW AG (Germany)

~ Division Global
MINI Division Global
Rolls-Royce Subsidiary Global
17. Mitsubishi Motors Corf)Qration (Japan)
Mitsubishi Division Global
18. AvtoVAZ (Russian Federation)
Lada Division Ru~sia,Finland,~weden--
VAl Division Russia, Eastern Europe
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Brand Ownership Markets
119. Fuji Heavy Industries (JaRan)
Subaru Division Global
20. Tata Motors Limited ( India)
Hispano Subsidiary Europe
Jaguar Subsidiary Global
--'-'><- _..

Land Rover Subsidiary Global
,--- - - - I- --
Tata Division India, South Africa- ~ --
Tata Daewoo Commercial Vehicle Subsidiary South Korea
21. Isuzu Motors (JaRan)
Isuzu Division Global
23. First Automobile Works ( PeoRle's ReRublic of China
Besturn Subsidiary ~hina-_.'-
Hongqi Division China

-f----
Xiali Subsidiary China-
FAW- Audi Subsidiary China
FAW- Volkswagen Subsidiary China
25. Don~ng Motor CorDOration (People's Republic of China)
~eng Honda Subsidia China----- ---
Dongfeng Motor Company Subsidiary China
Dongfeng Peugeot- Citroen Automobile Subsidiary China
!33. Shanghai Automotive Industry Co~ration(People's ReQublic of China)
MG Subsidiary UK- - --_._---
Roewe Division China
SsangYong Subsidiary South Korea- --
Nanjing Automobile (Group) Corporation Subsidiary China
SAIC-GM Wuling Automo~ile Subsidial)'. China
Shanghai GM Subsidia!:L _ China

t-
Shanghai Volkswagen Automotive Subsidiary China

Note: The OlGA statistics rank the Toyota subsidiary companies Daihatsu and Hino separately;
here they are included with Toyota lO3

; Source: http://www.autozine.org/Manufacturer/

103 hll{i:llell. ,..ikipedia.orgl\\·ikiIAllto/llotive industn'
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Appendix B Maximum Company Tax rate

Country Maximum Rate [%1

Germany 38.7

France 35.4

Spain 35.0

Greece 35.0

Malta 35.0

The Netherlands 34.5

Austria 34.0

Belgium 34.0

Italy 33.0

Luxemburg 30.4

Denmark 30.0

United Kingdom 30.0

Finland 29.0

Czech Republic 28.0

Sweden 28.0

Portugal 27.5

Estonia 26.0

Slovenia 25.0

Slovakia 19.0

Poland 19.0

Hungary 18.0

Cyprus 15.0

Latvia 15.0

Lithuania 15.0

Ireland 12.5

EU-25 27.4

EU-15 31.4

Source: Institute of Economic Studies
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Appendix C Lobby practice in the USA per industry sector

Industry Total [US$]

PhannaceuticalslHealth Products $1,439,371,680

Insurance $1,096, 106,248

Electric Utilities $985,603,737

ComputerslInternet $808,571,234

Business Associations $742,481,001

Education $710,880,787

Real Estate $684,140,914

Oil & Gas $665,942,779

HospitalslNursing Homes $635,796,478

Misc. Manufacturing & Distributing $601,363,630

Health Professionals $596,753,621

Civil ServantslPublic Officials $558,155,331

Securities & Investment $551,584,250
-

TV/Movies/Music $537,892,140

Air Transport $516,266,886

Automotive $516,034,393
- -

Misc. Issues $501,456,626

Telecom Services & Equipment $492,236,866

Telephone Utilities $418,847,626

Defence Aerospace $400,824,698

Source: http://www.opensecrets.org/lobby/
2008
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Appendix D Automotive Standards EMC

Automotive Emission Requirements (EME - Electro Magnetic Emission):
1. CISPR 11-15
2. SAE 11113 J1752
3. IEC 61000/60118
4. GMW 309113097/3103, (General Motors)
5. ES-XW7T-IA278-AC, (Ford)
6. DC-10613/10614/10615, (Chrysler)
7. Many others.

Automotive Immunity Requirements (EMI - Electro Magnetic Immunity):
l. CISPR 16
2. ISO 7637/10605/11451/11452/13766, ISO/TR 1035/14907/21609
3. SAE J 1113 J551.

For Avionic there is:
I. ISO 14302e (EMC)
2. Mil-Std-46IF (EMI)
3. DO-160F (EM!).
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Appendix E Concentration market share of the AEI

Overview of the market shares of the car, application, and semiconductor industries. The HHI
factor expresses the concentration of the market, indicating the market structure behaviour.

Car manufacturers New Cars Sold in 2008 HHI

VOLKSWAGEN AG 2,261,704 18.58%
PSA 1,609,358 13.22%
FORD 1,283,140 10.54%
RENAULT 1,162,575 9.55%
GM 1,114,424 9.15%

0.107
FIAT 1,106,016 9.09%
JAPAN 1,039,301 8.54%
DAIMLER CHRYSLER 687,058 5.64%
TOYOTA 610,596 5.02%
BMW 575,923 4.73%

Application builders Sales in Billion Euro HHI

Robert Bosch GmbH 9 13.64%
Delphi 8 12.12%
Continental 8 12.12%
Visteon 7 10.61%
Denso 6 9.09%
TRW 5.5 8.33% 0.098

Siemens AT 5 7.58%
VDO 5 7.58%
Lear 4.5 6.82%
Valeo 4 6.06%
Johnson Control 4 6.06%

IC manufacturers Sales in Billion US$ HHI

Freescale 1.94 11.10%
Infineon 1.66 9.50%
ST 1.47 8.40%
Reneseas 1.24 7.10%
NEC 1.23 7.00%
NXP 1.07 6.10%
Toshiba 1.07 6.10% 0.051

Bosch 0.96 5.50%
TI 0.67 3.80%
Fujitsu 0.46 2.60%
ON Semi 0.23 1.30%
Vishay 0.23 1.30%
Delphi 0.19 1.10%
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Appendix F market share of the car manufacturers 2002-2008

The market share of the car manufacturers in the European Union is given for each year, starting
from 2002.

MV-Motor Vehicles (LV+CV) 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

BMW 3.76% 3.87% 4.19% 4.58% 4.33% 4.55% 4.73%
I- - - - - ----I- -

DAIMLER 7.17% 7.02% 6.85% 6.79% 6.51% 5.91% 6.03%
- - +---- .-f- - -

FIAT 9.18% 8.27% 8.13% 7.50% 8.30% 8.83% 9.00%
- - - - - - - -

FORD 11.05% 10.88% 11.07% 10.80% 10.44% 10.68% 10.54%
I-

GM 9.36% 9.30% 9.32% 9.93% 9.58% 9.64% 9.15%
- - -f- --

TOYOTA 4.16% 4.53% 4.71% 4.89% 5.32% 5.45% 5.02%
- - -

JAPAN 7.15% f-- 7.97~ 8.19% 8.25% 8.42% 8.40% 8.54%
- -- - - -

PSA 15.18% 15.07% 14.30% 13.95% 13.24% 13.19% 13.22%
f-- --

10.80% IRENAULT 11.29% 11.08% 10.39% 9.92% 9.38% 9.55%
- -

16.64% I 16.57% I
- -

VOLKSWAGEN 16.92% 17.38% 18.58% 18.27% 18.58%

The market share increase and decrease of the car manufacturers; with reference the year 2002.
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Appendix G market share of the car manufacturers 2007

The market shares of car manufacturers in the global market in the year 2007.

Appendices

Sales quantities of cars

Global market
%

Total CARS LCV HCV HEAVY
market

GM 12.95% 9,349,818 6,259,520 3,055,575 33,042 1,681
'"(I)

Toyota 11.82% 8,534,690 7,211,474 1,108,333 129,107 85,776 u="0
VOLKSWAGEN 8.68% 6,267,891 5,964,004 256,777 39,600 7,510 0....

0.
FORD 8.60% 6,247,506 3,565,626 2,586,284 95,596

Q)~

Honda 5.42% 3,911,814 3,868,546 43,268 ..:.0::
.... 01ro_

PSA 4.79% 3,457,385 3,024,863 432,522 E oo
(1)\0

Nissan 4.75% 3,431,398 2,650,813 641,734 131,429 7,422
~....
"-

FIAT 24,616
0

3.71% 2,679,451 1,990,715 536,578 127,542
~

RENAULT 3.70% 2,669,040 2,276,044 392,996 0
01

Hyundai 3.63% 2,617,725 2,292,075 67,003 159,237 99,410

Suzuki 3.60% 2,596,316 2,284,139 312,177

Chrysler 3.52% 2,538,624 754,855 1,779,269 4,500

DAIMLER 2.91% 2,096,977 1,335,226 257,350 438,954 65,447

B.M.W. 2.14% 1,541,503 1,541,503

Mitsubishi 1.96% 1,411,975 1,100,528 304,273 7,174

Kia 1.90% 1,369,330 1,286,299 81,040 1,991

Mazda 1.78% 1,286,730 1,165,660 117,779 3, 291

DAIHATSU 1.19% 856,171 711,595 130,968 13,608

AVTOVAZ 1.02% 735,897 735,897

FAW 0.96% 690,712 690,712

Tata 0.81% 588,158 243,251 17,023 157,781 16,896

VOLVO 0.33% 236,024 14,825 210,446 10,753

PORSCHE 0.01% 10,717 10,717

M.A.N. 0.14% 98,441 92,485 5,956

SCANIA 0.11% 78,331 71,017 7,314

Others 9.53% 6,875,852 5,337,059 640,136 970,391 81,473 HHI=

Total 72,178,476 56,301,121 12,775,910 2,685,200 416,245 0.062
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Appendix H Representation of STeMPJE around Innovation

Figure 14 show the sections of STeMPJE and the factors of influence. The closer a key factor is
positioned to the innovation, the more intense the interaction with the innovation process is .
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Appendix I Survey of CEO's of the Automotive Electronic Industry

Manager Software Platfonns (AUTOSAR)
Cross Divisional Systems (Continental)
Systems & Technology Automotive

Technology:
- Is SOl the technology infuture IVN bus-systems?
We rate statements on future in vehicle networks as competition relevant infonnation. Thus we can
not answer this.
- Is this technology the opportunity to get the 42V battery system in an automobile?
We rate statements on future in vehicle networks as competition relevant infonnation. Thus we can
not answer this.
- Do you think FlexRay will become the world standard for automobiles?
The application of FlexRay buses in the automotive industry will significantly increase in the next
years, because FlexRay actually is the bus system to achieve higher data rates and predictable
timing. If it will become 'the world standard' depends on the development of costs for FlexRay and
on the development of the market for low cost cars amongst others issues.

Political:
- Do you share the opinion that there is little to no legislation on safety rules for bus-systems?
In regard to safety rules directly affecting bus systems I agree. However, safety aspects for bus
systems are addressed via many safety rules rather indirectly.
- Is legislation for safe construction (software/hardware) necessary in your opinion?
We don't think that there is a need for legislation for safe construction. We rate the work on
IS026262 and AUTOSAR as sufficient regarding safe construction.
- How is in your opinion the interaction between the EU and Automotive Electronic Industry?
Continental appreciates the cooperation with the EU in many areas, e.g. in several funding projects.

Market:
- I expect a shakeout ofcompanies in the AEI market, can you support this opinion?
Yes.
- Will Continental dominates the Semiconductor Industry market, who do you expect than also to
be a big player?
Continental wants to be a leading automotive supplier but we do not want to dominate the
semiconductor industry. In regard to other big players we can not give any statement.
-Is Quality and Reliability the key-factor that a company must perform on to stay in the market?
Amongst other quality and reliability are very important success factors.

(Email communication received: Wednesday 12 November 2008).
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Global Automotive Strategy Manager
Freescale Halbleiter Deutschland GmbH

Technology:
- Is SOl the technology in future IVN bus-systems?
[Freeseale] Not for all type of busses. For CAN or LIN bus architecture bulk CMOS for MCUs as
well as non-SOl mixed signal technologies for the physical interfaces are good enough
technologies. SOl is expensive and does not always provide significant improvement in terms of
die size reduction. FlexRay physical interface is probably the exception where SOl technologies
could bring some technical advantages. In terms of automotive semiconductor, the latest
technology, essentially developed for networking applications, are not always the most appropriate.
It really depends if the products are more in the active power domain (optimizing performances), or
rather in the passive power domain (minimizing leakage)
- Is this technology the opportunity to get the 42 V battery system in an automobile?
[Freescale] Electrification of the vehicle is a given trend. We will see new type of battery
technologies implemented in our cars e.g. Li-Ion, 200 to 400V. However, for the traditional ECUs
in the car a DCIDC converter will create the required 12V. I don't see the need for a specific 42V
network.
- Do you think FlexRay will become the world standard for automobiles?
[Freescale] FlexRay is one given bus with given performances and characteristics. FlexRay is
essentially dedicated to safety critical applications, and for such application we will see more and
more FlexRay backbone implemented in vehicles. However, it would be a mistake to say that
FlexRay will replace all other vehicle network in the car such as CAN, LIN, MOST, etc.

Political:
- Do you share the opinion that there is little to no legislation on safety rules for bus-systems?
[Freescale] Little to no legislation yes, however, there are several industry working group involved
in functional safety, specifically dealing with bus-systems.
- Is legislation for safe construction (software/hardware) necessary in your opinion?
[Freescale] Automotive is already highly regulated. Rather than legislation, I would say
standardization.
- How is in your opinion the interaction between the EU and Automotive Electronic Industry?
[Freescale] I think that some of the big European automotive electronic are doing a good work with
the EU to get some of their safety equipment mandated. Freescale as a US company has less
interaction with the EU.

Market:
- I expect a shakeout ofcompanies in the AEI market, can you support this opinion.
[Freescale] Yes, definitively.
- Will Freescale dominates the Semiconductor Industry market, who do you expect than also to be
a big player?
[Freescale] We are leader in automotive semiconductor and we are investing in your technologies
to maintain our leadership position.
- Is Quality and Reliability the key-factor that a company must peiform on to stay in the market?
[Freescale] It's the bare minimum. Innovation, service, pricing, logistic are other key elements to be
in the automotive market.

(Email communication received: Thursday 20 November 2008).
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